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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1 

Machine vision provides an effective method for intelligent decisions in tasks in 

many automation systems. Nevertheless there exist many types of uncertainty such as 

noise of various sorts, vagueness of representation, and non-random uncertainties in 

features extracted from camera data in machine vision applications. The objective of this 

research is to investigate a fuzzy neural network approach integrating fuzzy sets with neural 

network theories to model and manage uncertainty. The idea is motivated by attempting to 

solve a sorting and inspection problem in large commercial dish washing operations. 

Current dish washing operations of loading, sorting, inspecting and unloading of 20,000 

or more dishes and silverware pieces per day are performed manually in hot and humid 

environments. This leads to non-uniformity in inspection, high operating costs, and labor 

turnover. Automation techniques are sought to perform most of the tasks currently done 

manually. While there are numerous technical issues involved in such automation, in this 

research we focus only on machine vision recognition and inspection problems. In the 

overall automation problem, machine vision represents one of the most difficult tasks. On

line inspection decisions concerning the cleanliness of dishes using machine vision produce 

some unique challenges. First, the binary image and gray level image of a dish are 

sensitive to changes in lighting conditions, power fluctuations and camera sensitivity drift. 

In fact, sensor output for all cameras may include imprecision and uncertainty. Second, 

food particles on a dish may be imaged at varying gray levels, depending on food type, 

particle size and shape, and particle location and orientation. Shadows caused by dish 

geometry may exhibit the same gray level as food particles, causing confusion in the 
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inspection process. Third, reliable sorting and inspection procedures may take excessive 

time for sufficient numbers of dishes to be simultaneously processed while in the camera 

Field of View (FOV). Finally, descriptions of "clean", "dirty", and "more or less clean" 

are ill-defined in a mathematical sense. 

Compared with conventional techniques, fuzzy logic appears to provide a more 

powerful tool to deal with uncertainty and imprecision. Fuzzy logic was first introduced by 

Zadeh in 1965 as a means of representing and manipulating uncertain, imprecise, or 

"fuzzy" information. Zadeh's extension of set theory provided a mechanism for 

representing linguistic information, such as "good", "few", and "sometimes". Unlike 

traditional set theory, which describe "crisp" events, which are events that either do, or do 

not, occur, fuzzy set theory provides a mechanism to measure "the degree to which an 

event occurs". Recently, fuzzy logic has been applied to many areas{i:ci~~~ 

~Ki.;:;-;;;.dMJt;::-~.g~~dryc~, 19?9, decision making"' . 

·-------·--· (Rousselot and Balmat, et. al., 1993) and process control (Chiu and Chand, 1993). In 

Japan, approximately 1,000 commercial and industrial fuzzy systems have been 

successfully developed. Interest in the U.S.A and other countries has also been growing, 

as indicated in the past three years by the new International IEEE Conferences on Fuzzy 

Systems. The most conspicuous display of fuzzy logic applications occurred in Japan in 

the Sendai Subway Automatic Train Operation Controller, which captured the attention of 

control engineers world wide (Yasunobu and Miyamoto, 1985). Fuzzy logic has also been 

successfully implemented in home electric appliances such as refrigerators, washers, 

vacuum cleaners, air-conditioners and rice cookers. Fuzzy logic can also be applied in 

pattern recognition problems to deal with uncertainty. 

A second powerful technology, neural networks, also appear to offer advantages 

for machine vision applications. Neural networks have a massively parallel structure, 

composed of many processing elements connected to each other through multiplicative 

weighting parameters, called "weights" (Carpenter and Grossberg, et. al., 1987), and are 
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modeled on biological neural systems. They have faster response and higher performance 

than sequential digital computer techniques in emulating the capabilities of the human brain. 

Neural networks are designed to learn, based on the various input patterns they receive. 

There are two broad classes of learning for all neural networks, namely supervised learning 

and unsupervised learning. In supervised learning, a set of training input patterns is 

presented to the neural network, and as each input pattern is. presented, a "teacher" provides 

the network with the desired output for that input pattern. The neural network must then 

modify certain of its weights so that it can produce the desired output. After undergoing a 

sufficient number of such learning cycles with an appropriate array of input patterns, the 

network should be able to generalize, producing the desired output even for inputs that 

were not part of the training set. In contrast, for unsupervised learning, there is no teacher 

present to help distinguish right from wrong. Instead, the unsupervised neural network 

must distinguish on its own among different input patterns and how they should be 

interpreted. 

In this research we combine the features of fuzzy systems (with ability to process 

fuzzy information) and the features of neural networks (with learning ability and high speed 

parallel structure) to form new fuzzy neural networks to handle uncertainty, with both 

unsupervised and supervised learning. Recently there has been considerable interest in the 

combination of neural networks and fuzzy logic systems. Most of the published work has 

concentrated on methods for implementing fuzzy rules in a neural network framework and 

for implementation in control system applications. For supervised learning problems, 

some approaches have targeted specific applications, such as processing linguistic 

information with fuzzy inputs, fuzzy outputs, and fuzzy weights. For unsupervised 

learning problems, almost all existing learning methods deal only with non-fuzzy examples 

and numerical experiments. In the work proposed herein, we explore approaches to both 

unsupervised and supervised learning in fuzzy neural systems which can be activated by 

linguistic training signals. We first propose an unsupervised fuzzy neural network for self-
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organizing fuzzy clustering to find natural groupings among fuzzy input exemplars. We 

next attack fuzzy supervised learning problems by training the proposed network with 

desired fuzzy input-output linguistic information. We then apply the new fuzzy supervised 

neural network to machine vision for recognition of "fuzzy" objects. We also correlate 

human evaluations with machine evaluations to evaluate the cleanliness of dishes using the 

new fuzzy supervised neural network. 

In the following chapters, we first describe a new unsupervised fuzzy neural 

system called~~~JJor fuzzy pattern clustering. Following this, we extend FUZART 

to form a new supervised fuzzy neural network architecture called FUZAMP for fuzzy 
~ 

control and classification. Before we employ the new fuzzy neural networks in machine 

vision applications, we describe a multi-layer, multi-input, multi-output fuzzy logic 

. controller for automatic adjustment of the vision parameters "gain" and "offset" to 

compensate for power fluctuations, changes in ambient light, and camera sensitivity drift in 

our machine vision system. This was necessary to insure reliability and accuracy in 

automated recognition and inspection. Chapter V applies both FUZAMP and the so-called 

fuzzy ARTMAP (Carpenter and Grossberg, et al., 1991) neural networks in real machine 

vision applications to recognize highly specular silverware and to inspect the cleanliness of 

dishes using the same training and testing sets and the same features for each network. 

Results and conclusions are given in Chapter VI. 



CHAPTER II 

AN UNSUPERVISED FUZZY NEURAL SYSTEM FOR FUZZY PATTERN 
CLUSTERING 

Introduction 

5 

Fuzzy neural networks integrate fuzzy sets with neural network theories. This 

integration provides a fuzzy logic system with the powerful computation and learning 

capabilities of neural networks, and provides neural networks with "human-like" 

reasoning capabilities of fuzzy logic systems. Unsupervised neural networks can be 

employed to cluster or categorize patterns into natural groups such that patterns within a 

cluster are, in some sense, more similar to each other than patterns belonging to other 

clusters. Almost all existing learning methods for unsupervised neural networks are 

designed to process only numerical or crisp (i.e., non-fuzzy) data, although some 

unsupervised neural networks using fuzzy set-theoretic concepts have been recently 

proposed (Mitra and Pal, 1994; Pham et. al., 1994; Simpson, 1993). Nevertheless, these 

approaches employ only membership values as input and/or output, while network 

weighting parameters are maintained as crisp numbers. Simpson (1993) proposed an 

unsupervised neural network called a fuzzy min-max clustering neural network to cluster 

numerical data using an expansion-contraction learning algorithm. Pham and Bayro-

Corrochano (1994) used the Kohonen feature-mapping algorithm and the back-propagation 

algorithm to cluster numerical data. The outputs of their neural networks are membership 

values. Mitra and Pal (1994) proposed a self-organizing neural network based on 

Kohonen's model to process linguistic information. The inputs and outputs of their neural 

network are membership values of a linguistic variable. In many pattern recognition and 
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{ decision making ta~~le.pattems..ru:..data..are.often.-ill-dmned-OUlllcertain. .su.f..h .. -· 
( 

) that information cannot be represented directly as numerical data. In such cases, it is 

\ ~~::;~~;e~s to des~~tf~~~:ation~ajt~; .. 

desirable for an unsupervised neural network to be capable of processing fuzzy data and 

linguistic information. In this chapter, we propose a new unsupervised fuzzy neural 

network called FUZART to handle fuzzy patterns, based on Adaptive Resonance Theory 

(ART) networks proposed by Carpenter and Grossberg (1987). FUZART extends the so

called fuzzy ART network (Carpenter and Grossberg et al., 1991b) to process fuzzy 

patterns by incorporating fuzzy set operations at various stages. Since crisp data can be 

represented by fuzzy singletons, the proposed network can also handle fuzzy data and crisp 

data simultaneously. FUZART stabilizes its pattern clusters using only a few training 

epochs (An epoch represents one presentation of a fuzzy data input set). It provides the 

ability to incorporate new fuzzy data and add new clusters without retraining. FUZART 

employs both "hard" decision and "soft" decision mechanisms to cluster unknown fuzzy 

input patterns. A hard decision results in either "O" or "l ", that is, a fuzzy pattern is either 

in a class or it is not. A soft decision allows a fuzzy pattern to belong in varying degrees to 

multiple clusters by providing membership values that represent the degree to which a 

fuzzy pattern belongs to a class. In many higher-level decision making tasks, soft 

decisions can be extremely useful. 

FUZART proposed in this chapter passes through two major stages, namely, self

organization and decision making stages, During self-organization, a set of fuzzy patterns 
't'= -, -------------:-.. 

is employed by the network to self organize the fuzzy weights using a "winner-take-all" 

strategy. During decision making, fuzzy patterns are presented to the stabilized network to 

provide either a hard decision or a soft decision regarding cluster membership. 
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FUZART Unsupervised Clustering 

Fig. 2.1 illustrates the architecture ofFUZART. FUZART autonomously classifies 

fuzzy input patterns and codes each class by a fuzzy template pattern formed through the 

FUZART learning process. As illustrated in Fig. 2.1, m designates the number of nodes in 

the Fi field; n designates the number of nodes in the Fi field; each node in the Fi field 

represents a fuzzy number and is designated by the index i; each node in the Fi field also 

represents a fuzzy number and is designated by the index j. When a fuzzy input pattern 

appears over the F0 field, the Fi field is activated and initially sends the fuzzy pattern to 

each Fi node j through a bottom-up fuzzy weight Wj. The Fi field chooses a "winner-take-

all" node J that receives the maximum fuzzy input. The winner J reads out its fuzzy 

template as a top-down fuzzy weight Zj over the Fi field. If Zj mismatches the fuzzy input 

pattern, the Fi field is reset to reject the winner . A new winner is then chosen to read out 

its fuzzy template. The reset is repeated until a new fuzzy template matches sufficiently the 

· fuzzy input pattern. A sufficient match, called "fuzzy resonance", accepts the current 

winning Fi node to represent the fuzzy input pattern. 

Fuzzy Inputs, Fuzzy Ouqmts, and Fuzzy Weights 

A fuzzy input pattern is an m-dimensional fuzzy vector denoted by 

p=(p1,P2,···•Pm). Let x=(x1,x2, ... ,Xm) denote them-dimensional fuzzy output vector of 

the field Fi, and y=(y1,Y2, ... ,yn) denote then-dimensional fuzzy output vector of the field 

Fi, each node in the field Fi has its own bottom-up fuzzy weight Wj=(w1j, W2j,···,Wmj) 

and top-down fuzzy weight Zj=(Zjt, Zj2,···,Zjm) for j=l,2, ... , n. In FUZART, Wj is the 

same as Zj. Each component of a fuzzy vector is a fuzzy number. In the work herein, for 

simplicity, we represent a fuzzy number, illustrated in Fig. 2.2, by triangular membership 

functions, µA(x) given by: 



n 
F~ O··· 

F~ 

Fuzzy input patterns p 

Fig. 2.1 The Architecture of FUZART 

[Adapted from ART (Carpenter, Grossberg, et al.,1991b)] 

Degree of 
Membership 

A 

Fig. 2.2 A Typical Fuzzy Number 

8 
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(2.1) 

otherwise 

where A is a particular fuzzy number, Ca is the mean of the fuzzy number, and <>a and Ya are 

the left and right spreads of the fuzzy number, respectively. Accordingly, we designate 

fuzzy number A by A = ( Ca, <>a, Ya), If both <>a and Ya are zero, the fuzzy number A is a 

singleton fuzzy number, A= (ca, 0, 0). 

Each fuzzy number of both the bottom-up and top-down fuzzy weight vector is 

initially given by 

Wij(O) = (cwu(O), <>wu(O), Ywu(O)) = (1, 1, 1) (2.2) 

Zji(O) = (Cz/0), <>z/0), Yz/0)) = (1, 1, 1) (2.3) 

for i=l, 2, ... , m and j=l, 2, ... , n. With no F~ category nodes being chosen for coding, 

the nodes are said to be uncommitted. After a category node is selected for coding, it 

becomes committed. 

Fuzzy Subset Functions 

Let X represent the universe of discourse, and µA(x) and µB(x) represent 

membership functions for fuzzy sets (fuzzy numbers) A and B, respectively. Then, based 

on Zadeh's definition (Zadeh, 1965), fuzzy sets A and B are equal iff µA(x)=µB(x) for 

every xe X, and A is subset of B iff µA(x):5µB(x) for every x e X. This definition of 

"equal" and "subset" is not truly fuzzy (Kosko, 1986). Suppose that all fuzzy sets 

discussed here are normal. We define three new relationships of fuzzy set B with respect 

to fuzzy set A. If the mean and spreads of fuzzy set B are smaller than or equal to those of 
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fuzzy set A, fuzzy set B is said to be a subset of A. If the mean and spreads of fuzzy set B 

are larger than those of fuzzy set A, fuzzy set B is a superset of A. If some of mean and 

spreads of fuzzy set Bare smaller than or eqµal to that of A, and the remainder is larger, 

fuzzy set B is said to be a mixed set of fuzzy set A. For normal fuzzy sets, this definition 

of subset subsumes Zadeh's notion of subset. Following the ideas of Kosko (1986), and 

Carpenter and Grossberg et. al (1991a , 1991b), we present a fuzzy subset function 

S(A,B) to measure the degree to which fuzzy set Bis a subset of A, given by 

S(A B)jA@BI ·. 
' . a+IBI. (2.4) 

where a is an arbitrarily chosen small positive number, 0 <a<< IBI; A and B are fuzzy 

numbers, A=(Ca,Oa,'Ya) and B=(Cb,Ob,'Yb); A®B is defined by 

Obviously, A®B is fuzzy subset of both A and B, which we further denote by 

A®B = (Cab,Oab,'Yab) (2.6) 

The fuzzy norm I~ used in (2.4) is defined by 

q 

I~= L lxi° µp(Xi)l·)(t (2.7) 
i=l 

where p is a fuzzy number, q is the number of discrete values Xi in the universe of 

discourse, and the vertical lines under the summation indicate absolute value. It is easy to 

prove that this definition satisfies the following norm definition, Le., 

(1) IPI > o (2.8) 

(2) lcPI = lq IPI (2.9) 

(3) IP+Qj ~ IPI + IQ (2.10) 



where P and Q are vectors and c is a constant. 

With Xi normalized in the interval [O, l], using (2.7) in (2.4) yields 

q 

L xrµA®B(xi)·JCt , 

S(A,B)=-i=_l ----
q 

a+ L xrµB(Xi)· l<~ 
i=l 

1 1 

(2.11) 

As the number of discrete points Xi becomes arbitrarily large, with infinitesimal separations 

between them, we approach continuous values of x. For this situation, (2.11) becomes: 

1Cali+"fab ~-µA®B(x)dx 

S(A,B) ab-Bab Cbi"fb 

· a+l x·µB(x)dx 
Cb-8b 

(2.12) 

where J is the classical integral. When the membership functions of a fuzzy number are 

triangular as in (2.1) , the fuzzy subset function is given by 

S(A,B) fab+3CabC'Yab+Bab)::'§.;Q 

6a+( i+ 3cb( 'Yl,+Bb)-~) 
(2.13) 

If fuzzy numbers are isoscel~s triangle,. or if the spreads of fuzzy numbers are small with 

respect to their means, S(A,B) in (2.13) reduces 

(2.14) 

where O<S(A,B)<l. As S(A,B) increases toward 1.0, a larger portion of B becomes a 

subset of A. If all of B is a subset of A, then IA@BI ! IBI= 1. When all of fuzzy sets B and 

Care subsets of fuzzy set A, IA@BI = IBI and IA@cl = IQ, such that S(A,B) = 1/(a.,iBl+l) 

and S(A,C) = 1/(wlQ+l). In this situation, suppose IBI > IQ, such that the degree to which 
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fuzzy set B is equal to fuzzy set A is higher than that of fuzzy set C. The small positive 

number a is introduced in (2.4) to force S(A,B)>S(A,C). 

Fuzzy Signal Transmission 

In the proposed FUZART in Fig. 2.1, the transmission of the bottom-up fuzzy 

signal U ij from the ith FT node to the jth F~ node obeys the equation 

(2.15) 

where Xi is the ith fuzzy number of the m-dimensional fuzzy output vector x of the field FT, 

and w ij is the ith fuzzy number of the bottom-up fuzzy weight vector w j. The transmission 

of the top-down fuzzy signal Dji from the jth F~ node to the ith FT node obeys the equation 

(2.16) 

where Yj is the jth fuzzy number of the n-dimensional fuzzy output vector y of the field F~. 

and Zji is the ith fuzzy number of the top-down fuzzy weight vector Zj. The total fuzzy 

signal Uj from the field FT to the jth F~ node is the fuzzy sum 

m 

Uj = 2' (cxi• <>xi• 'Yx) ® (Cwii' <>wii, 'Ywii) 
i=l 

The total fuzzy signal Di from the filed F~ to the ith FT node is the fuzzy sum 

n 

Di= 2' (cYi' <>yi' 'Yyi) ® (Czii' <>zii' 'Yzii) 
j=l 

The fuzzy sum is defined by the extension principle (Kosko, 1986) 

µA+BCz) = max{µA(x) A µB(Y): z=x+y} 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

where A and B are fuzzy numbers defined by their membership functions µA(x) and µB(Y), 

respectively. 
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!:i_ Field Activation 

The FUZART Ft field activation is governed by the activation of the F~ field and 

the F~ field. The output of the Ft field is given by 

X = { ( Cp, dp, Yp) if Pi is inactive 

(cp, dp, Yp) ® (en, dn, Yn) if F~ is active 
(2.20) 

where p={p1, P2, ... , Pm) is a fuzzy input vector or D=(D1, D2, ... , Dm) is defined by 

(2.18), and 

for i=l,2, ... ,m. Assunie that the F~ field operates with winner-take-all dynamics so that 

only one node G=J) can be active at a time. Let 

(2.22) 

Yj = ( cY.i' <>y.i, ''(y) = (0, 0, 0) otherwise (2.23) 

From (2.18), (2.20), (2.22) and (2.23), we obtain 

x = { ( Cp, <>p, 'Yp) if~ is inactive 
(2.24) 

( Cp, <>p, 'Yp) ® ( Czp <>z1, 'Yz1) if ~ is active 

£2. Field Cate~ory Choice 

The total fuzzy signal received by each node of the F~ field is the fuzzy sum Uj, as 

indicated by (2.17). Since the bottom-up and top-down weights are the same in the 

FUZART, substitute (2.24) into (2.17), we obtain 

m 

Uj = L ( Cpi, <>pi, 'Yp) ® ( Cwij' <>wij' 'Yw) 
i=l 

(2.25) 
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According to (2.17) and (2.19), Uj is a fuzzy number. Following the fuzzy subset 

function defined by (2.4), the fuzzy category choice function for each input p and F~ node 

j is defined by 

·m 

L, (Cpi• Opi, 'Ypi) ® (Cwii' Owii' 'Ywi) 
Tj(p) = i=l m 

a+ L, ( Cwii' Owij• 'Ywij) 
i=l 

(2.26) 

where I~ indicates fuzzy norm defined by (2.7), "l.:" indicates fuzzy sum defined by (2.19), 

and"+" indicates arithmetic addition. 

The winner node J in the F~ field is selected by 

T1(P) = max(Tj: j=l, 2, ... , n) (2.27) 

J represents a category choice for a given input fuzzy vector p. Like the fuzzy subset 

function, T 1(P) reflects the degree to which fuzzy vector w j is similar to fuzzy vector p. If, 

for some case, more than one Tj is maximal, the lowest index is chosen. 

Fuzzy Resonance and Reset 

In FUZART, a chosen category fulfills the "fuzzy vigilance criterion" if 

m 

L, (cpi• OPi• 'Yp) ® (Cwu, Owu, 'Ywu) 
i=l . ---.,...m------,-----~ p 

L ( Cp;, Op;, 'Yp;) 
i=l 

(2.28) 

This state is called fuzzy resonance, where p is the vigilance parameter, with O:::;; p:::;; 1. 

Following the occurrence of fuzzy resonance, fuzzy weight update ensues. The top-down 

fuzzy weight w 1 mismatcqes the fuzzy input vector if 



m 

L ( Cpi• <>pi• 'Yp) (8) ( CwiJ, <>wi1• 'Yw) 
i=l ----m---------< p 

L (cPi• <>pi• 'Yp) 
i=l 
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(2.29) 

This mismatch causes the FUZART to reset and inhibit the current winner (i.e., set 

T1 = (0, 0, 0)) so that it cannot be chosen for the duration of the input presentation during 

search. A new node is then selected according to (2.27). The search continues until the 

fuzzy vigilance criterion (2.28) is satisfied. 

Fuzzy Weight Leaming 

When the Jth category node in the F~ field is chosen, the fuzzy weights are updated 

by 

(2.30) 

provided (2.28) is satisfied, where "p (8) wy1ct" is defined by (2.21), "+" is fuzzy sum 

defined by (2.19), "-" is arithmetic subtraction, and ~ is a learning parameter with 

Fuzzy Complement Coding 

Fuzzy complement coding is a fuzzy input normalization process that represents 

fuzzy and non-fuzzy features of input vector. Let I represent the given input pattern with 

m fuzzy (non-fuzzy) features. The fuzzy complement of I, denoted by 1c, represents the 

non-fuzzy (fuzzy) of each feature, 

(2.31) 
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where"-" indicates arithmetic subtraction. With complement coding, the input vector pis 

augmented, such that it becomes p = (p, pc). With this augmented definition of p, we note 

that 

2m 

L ( cPi' Opi, 'Yp) = (m,m,m) (2.32) 
i=l 

such that inputs with fuzzy complement coding are automatically normalized. 

Theorem: The FUZART system with fuzz.y complement coding forms a finite of 

number categories. Thefuzz.y weight learning in (2.30) is stable. 

Proof: A clustering algorithm is said to be stable if it satisfies the following two 

conditions: (1) No weight vector can "cycle", meaning that no component of a weight 

vector can assume a value equal to or larger than a value for that component occurring at a 

previous iteration during the self organization phase; (2) Only a finite number of clusters 

are formed with infinite presentation of input data during the self organization phase. 

Without fuzzy complement coding a large number of singleton fuzzy inputs and/or and a 

large number of fuzzy inputs with low mean values would erode monotonically decreasing 

means and spreads of fuzzy weights, which would result in an arbitrarily large number of 

categories with arbitrarily large presentation of fuzzy inputs. This can be seen from (2.7), 

(2.28), and (2.30). Suppose for simplicity that P = 1 in (2.30), such that fuzzy weight 

vector w J is updated according to 

wyew= p ® wyict, p = 1 (2.33) 

provided fuzzy vigilance criterion (2.28) is satisfied. Without fuzzy complement coding, 

with p = 1, (2.28) states that the fuzzy vigilance criterion is satisfied iff 

P=l (2.34) 

Assume that after an update by (2.33), the fuzzy vigilance criterion is satisfied, such that 
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B=l (2.35) 

Without fuzzy complement coding, singleton fuzzy inputs and low-mean fuzzy inputs 

would result in IPI """"7 0, such that lwrewi 2::: 0. When a large number of singleton fuzzy 

inputs and/or and a large number of low-mean fuzzy inputs are presented to the network, 

(2.36) 

As in (2.28), an arbitrarily large number of categories would be formed iff jwye1 """"70. 

With fuzzy complement coding, (2.32), (2.7), and (2.12) can be used to show IPI = m2. 

Then, the fuzzy vigilance criterion is satisfied iff 

B=l (2.37) 

If after an update, the fuzzy vigilance criterion is satisfied, then 

B=l (2.38) 

In other words, the norm of fuzzy weights with fuzzy complement coding always has a 

lower bound m 2. p, which would prevent formation of an arbitrarily large number of 

categories with arbitrarily large presentations of fuzzy data. Similar conclusions hold for 

any value of B, except that more presentations of an input may be needed before 

stabilization occurs. Moreover, means and spreads of fuzzy weights in (2.30) are updated 

such that their absolute values always decrease. Therefore, once they have been changed, 

they cannot return to a previous value. Note that FUZART typically leads to a finite, but 

slightly different number of recognition categories for different orderings of a given 

training set. 
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FUZART Decision Makin& Criterion 

FUZART employs fuzzy patterns for training. During self organization, it clusters 

the fuzzy patterns, whereas during decision making it labels these clusters with some 

additional class information. In the FUZART system, the fuzzy category choice function 

for each input p and F~ node j is given by (2.26). During self organization, the F~ field 

operates with winner-take-all dynamics, so that only the most highly activated category 

node J is chosen to deliver its output, given by (2.22) and (2.23). After self organization, 

FUZART encodes all fuzzy patterns as determined by its fuzzy weights. During decision 

making, however, the output in the F~ field may be thought of as the fuzzy class 

membership value of each pattern. The membership values measure the degree to which a 

fuzzy input pattern belongs to a category. Accordingly, we define the membership function 

of the ith fuzzy pattern with respect to category j as 

Vj(Pi) = n (Tj(Pi))-r 

2, (T k(Pi) )'t 
k=l 

(2.39) 

where O::;; Vj::;; 1, Pi is the ith input fuzzy pattern, and Tk is the category choice function 

(2.26) for node kin the F~ field. The parameter 'tis the fuzzy sensitivity parameter, 't> 1, 

set by the network user, which regulates the amount of fuzziness in the class-membership 

set. It ranges from absolute hard clustering at 't""'7oo to increasingly fuzzier clustering as 't 

decreases toward 1. When 't""'7oo, FUZART yields a hard decision, such that a fuzzy input 

pattern belongs to the most highly activated category with full membership. When 't<oo, 

FUZART yields "soft" decisions regarding belonging to a category. The farther a pattern 

lies from a category, the lower is its membership value for that category. We employ the 

term "soft decision" to describe a fuzzy pattern corresponding to one or more classes with 

different degrees of membership. Using soft decisions, FUZART provides a confidence 
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measure of the classification, which would be very useful in fuzzy environments. We 

provide examples of this in what follows. 

Simulation Results 

In this section, we evaluate FUZART using two artificially generated fuzzy data 

sets. The first fuzzy data set in Simulation 1 consists of sixteen 2-dimensional (x, y) fuzzy 

vector inputs and was constructed to show how FUZART performs with various values of 

vigilance parameter p. Fig. 2.3 presents a graphical representation of the fuzzy data. Note 

that it is not intuitively obvious from the fuzzy data where the appropriate clusters should 

be located. The rectangles in Fig. 2.3 represent the supports of our 2-dimensional fuzzy 

data. The support· of a fuzzy vector p is defined by 

support (p) = { x: µp(x) > 0} (2.40) 

We observe from Fig. 2.3 that it is unclear as to how many clusters should be formed, 

such that the appropriate number of clusters can be said to be "fuzzy". Using FUZART, 

the given fuzzy data were clustered four times, with four different vigilance parameters 

ranging from 0.2 to 0.76 using hard decisions. As shown in Fig. 2.4-2.7 the number of 

clusters ranges from one with vigilance parameter p=0.2 to six with vigilance parameter 

p=0.76. In each situation, FUZART stabilized into fuzzy data clusters using less than four 

epochs. The results show that it is important for the user to have some intuition in selecting 

an appropriate vigilance parameter. Deciding which cluster grouping is most appropriate 

depends a great deal on the data and the application. 

The second fuzzy data set for Simulation 2 consists of nine two-dimensional (x, y) 

fuzzy vectors, with six of them overlapping. Fig. 2.8 presents a graphical representation 

of this fuzzy vector set, together with numerical values for the fuzzy data. FUZART was 

trained using vigilance parameter p=0.6. It stabilized into clusters using only two epochs. 

Tables 2.1-2.3 show the simulation results, with different fuzzy sensitivity parameters 't 
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Table 2.1 Outputs of FUZART in Simulation 2 with p=0.6 and -c~oo 

Fuzzy Outputs (Fuzzy Class Membership Values) 
Fuzzy Patterns 

V1 (Cluster 1) V2 (Cluster 2) V3 (Cluster 3) V4 (Cluster 4) 

Pl 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

P2 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

p3 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

p4 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 

p5 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

P6 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 

p7 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 

pg 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 

p9 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 
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Table 2.2 Outputs of FUZART in Simulation 2 with p=0.6 and 't=4 

Fuzzy Outputs (Fuzzy Class Membership Values) 
Fuzzy Patterns 

V1 (Cluster 1) V2 (Cluster 2) V3 (Cluster 3) V4 (Cluster 4) 

Pl 0.75 0.10 0.15 0.00 

P2 0.60 0.23 0.15 0.02 

p3 0;51 0.27 0.18 0.04 

p4 0.19 0.64 0.06 0.11 

PS 0.58 0.06 0.33 0.03 

P6 0.28 0.04 0.62 0.06 

p7 0.21 0.19 0.46 0.14 

pg 0.19 0.47 0.19 0.15 

p9 0.03 0.20 0.18 0.59 
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Table 2.3 Outputs ofFUZART in Simulation 2 with p=0.6 and 't=l 

Fuzzy Outputs (Fuzzy Class Membership Values) 
Fuzzy Patterns 

V1 (Cluster 1) V2 (Cluster 2) V3 (Cluster 3) V4 (Cluster 4) 

PI 0.39 0.23 0.26 0.12 

P2 0.34 0.27 0.24 0.15 

p3 0.32 0.27 0.24 0.17 

p4 0.25 0.34 0.19 0.22 

Ps 0.34 0.20 0.30 0.16 

P6 0.28 0.17 0.34 0.21 

p7 0.24 0.24 0.30 0.22 

pg 0.24 0.30 0.24 0.22 

p9 0.16 0.25 0.25 0.34 
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ranging from 't"-700 to 't=l. Each entry under the column Vi corresponds to cluster i's 

membership value produced by FUZART. When 't"-700, shown in Table 2.1, hard 

decisions for membership clustering result, such that fuzzy patterns Pl, P2, p 3, and p5 

belong to Cluster 1, fuzzy patterns p4 and pg belong to Cluster 2, fuzzy patterns P6 and p7 

belong to Cluster 3, and fuzzy pattern pg belongs to Cluster 4. FUZART also provides 

soft clustering decisions. Table 2.2 shows results from a soft decision simulation with 

't=4. As an example, consider the entries in the 3rd row for p3. It can be observed that the 

degrees to which pattern p3 fits within Clusters 1-4 are 0.51, 0.27, 0.18, and 0.04, 

respectively. Table 2.3 shows soft decision simulation results with 't=l. Consider again 

the entries in the 3rd row for p3. It can be observed that the degrees to which pattern p3 

fits within Clusters 1 - 4 become 0.32, 0.27, 0.24, and 0.17, respectively. By comparison 

with results in Tables 2.1-2.3, we can see that 't regulates the amount of fuzziness in the 

cluster-membership set. In particular, we note that for 't= 1, while the degree of 

membership of p3 in Cluster 1 is the largest of all cluster memberships, membership 

degrees in Clusters 2 and 3 are close to that of Cluster 1. Thus while p3 "best fits" Cluster 

1, it fits Clusters 2 and 3 almost well. It appears that this soft decision mechanism 

provides higher level decision and information processing with additional valuable 

information. 

Summary 

An unsupervised fuzzy neural network for fuzzy patterns, termed FUZART, based 

on Adaptive Resonance Theory networks has been proposed. FUZART employs the two 

stages of self-organization and decision making. It accepts fuzzy input patterns and 

provides output decisions in terms of membership values. FUZART has the ability to learn 

on-line using only a few training epochs. Simulation results demonstrate the ability of 

FUZART to provide reasonable clustering decisions for fuzzy patterns, but there exists 

room for further investigation of FUZART. For example, the FUZART network and soft 
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decision mechanisms proposed here might be extended for supervised neural networks, 

such that the performance of supervised neural network would be improved. In the next 

chapter, these issues are addressed. 
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CHAPTER ill 

A SUPERVISED FUZZY NEURAL NETWORK ARCHITECTURE FOR FUZZY 
CONTROL AND CLASSIFICATION 

Introduction 

Research in supervised neural networks has become very active recently, and a 

number of interesting approaches have been proposed (Hayashi and Buckley et al., 1993; 

Ishibuchi et al., 1993, 1994a, 1994b; Keller and Tahani, 1992a, 1992b). Keller and 

Tahani (1992a, 1992b) propose a supervised fuzzy neural network which discretizes a 

single fuzzy set and uses the membership values of discrete elements as inputs of the neural 

networks. Each node in the input layer of their fuzzy neural network represents a 

membership value of the fuzzy set for a particular element. Membership values are 

propagated through the neural network using real weights. Ishibuchi, et al. (1993, 1994a, 

1994b) proposed a supervised fuzzy neural network using level sets of a fuzzy set. Each 

node in the input layer of their fuzzy neural network represents a fuzzy number, and fuzzy 

inputs are propagated through the neural network with learning of the real weights. 

Hayashi et al. (1993) propose a supervised fuzzy neural network that can propagate fuzzy 

inputs using fuzzy weights, but no numerical results were presented in their work. All of 

these approaches use standard or modified back propagation (BP) algorithms. However, a 

fundamental difficulty with the BP algorithm used for fuzzy neural networks is that it does 

not allow new fuzzy data to be added into the fuzzy neural network without retraining. In 

contrast to employing BP algorithm-based approaches for dealing with fuzzy data, we 

propose herein a new supervised fuzzy neural network called FUZAMP, based on 

Adaptive Resonance Theory networks ART and ARTMAP proposed by Carpenter and 
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Grossberg et al. (1991a, 1991b), which can realize on-line supervised learning of 

recognition categories. FUZAMP is a natural extension ofFUZART, described in Chapter 

II and propagates fuzzy data using fuzzy weights through three layers of network nodes, 

with each node representing a fuzzy number. The s,/"f?$a,t1tJ~f ARTMAP 

compared to BP networks have been shown by(!~~.g-.~~d-~~~:,~~~"""{)1992) in a 

manufacturing queuing problem with binary input data. Accordingly, we seek a new fuzzy 

neural network based on ARTMAP that can achieve results of fuzzy inference and fuzzy 

classification comparable to BP algorithms while using only a few training epochs. This is 

in contrast to BP neural networks, which may need large amounts of training epochs even 

for problems of small size, and which also may have local minimum problems (Hayashi 

and Buckley et al., 1993; Ishibuchi et al., 1993, 1994a, 1994b; Keller and Tahani, 1992a, 

1992b). It is desired to develop this new fuzzy neural network to especially handle 

problems of large size with fast convergence. In what follows, we first describe desired 

properties of a supervised fuzzy neural network. Following this, we discuss the algorithm 

of our new supervised fuzzy neural network, FUZAMP, which is well-suited for control 

and classification problems. Finally, simulation results are given to demonstrate the 

performance of FUZAMP. 

, 
Desired Properties of A Supervised Fuzzy Neural Network 

In employing fuzzy neural networks to implement fuzzy rules for fuzzy control 

systems, there are several properties that a fuzzy neural network should possess. These 

properties include: 

1. On-Line Learning Capability: A fuzzy neural network should be able to learn new rules 

and refine existing rules quickly without destroying old information. Many fuzzy neural 

networks use off-line learning (Hayashi and Buckley et al., 1993; Ishibuchi et al., 1993, 

1994a, 1994b; Keller and Tahani, 1992a, 1992b). Each time new information is added to 
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such fuzzy neural networks, retraining of the system is required using both old and new 

information, which might result in longer training times and require large memory . 

..----'~,.,. 2. Short Training Time: One of the most important features of fuzzy neural network 

learning algorithms is the amount of training time required. Short training times are much 

preferred. Many fuzzy neural networks (Hayashi and Buckley et al., 1993; Ishibuchi et 

al., 1993, 1994a, 1994b; Keller and Tahani, 1992a, 1992b) require from hundreds to 

thousands of training epochs, which appear excessive. 

3. Good Fitting Capability: When fuzzy targets are removed from the trained fuzzy neural 

network, the outputs produced by the network should be the same as the training targets 

corresponding to the same fuzzy input patterns in the training set. Some fuzzy neural 

networks (Ishibuchi etal., 1993, 1994a, 1994b) do not have such good fitting capability. 

4. Good Robustness: In some applications it is desired that fuzzy outputs produced by a 

fuzzy neural network be insensitive to changes in fuzzy inputs, for which the fuzzy neural 

network is said to be robust to changes in fuzzy inputs. Some fuzzy neural networks 

(Ishibuchi et al., 1993, 1994a, 1994b) are not robust in this sense. 

5. Good Generalization: A fuzzy neural network should have ability to interpolate the 

missing fuzzy rules using a limit number of available fuzzy rules. Many fuzzy neural 

networks do not have such a property (Hayashi and Buckley et al., 1993; Keller and 

Tahani, 1992a, 1992b). 

In the simulation examples at the end of this chapter, we demonstrate that FUZAMP 

possesses all five of these properties to a high degree. 

FUZAMP Algorithm 

Fig. 3.1 illustrates the architecture of the new FUZAMP. It consists of a FUZART 

network described in Chapter II, together with a fuzzified mapping network. The fuzzified 

mapping network between FUZART and target field FY establishes an interaction of fuzzy 

input and fuzzy target patterns. Fuzzy inputs presented in the F~ field are associated with 
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fuzzy targets presented in the F8 field. As for FUZART, FUZAMP can be applied to both 

non-singleton fuzzy input data and singleton fuzzy input data (analog and binary data), and 

their combinations. The target patterns in FUZAMP can also be singleton, non-singleton, 

or combined fuzzy data. For singleton fuzzy data, FUZAMP is consistent with fuzzy 

ARTMAP introduced by Carpenter and Grossberg et al. (1991a, 1991b). In this sense, 

FUZAMP proposed in this chapter can be considered as an extension of fuzzy ARTMAP to 

the more general case of non-singleton fuzzy data. 

As illustrated in Fig. 3.1, q designates number of nodes in the FY field, and each 

node in the FY field represents a fuzzy number and is designated by the index k. When a 

fuzzy prediction VJk by FUZART is not confirmed at FY by fuzzy target patterns, inhibition 

by field FY activation induces the fuzzy match tracking process. Fuzzy match tracking 

raises FUZART vigilance parameter Pa by the minimal amount required for a fuzzy 

prediction by FUZART to be confirmed at FY by fuzzy target patterns. This triggers a 

FUZART search that leads to activation of either a FUZART category that correctly predicts 

fuzzy output pattern or to a previously uncommitted FUZART category node. 

fl Field Activation 

Lett= (t1, t2, ... , tq) denote the q-dimensional fuzzy target vector over the field F8, 

s = (s1, s2, ... , sq) denote the q-dimensional fuzzy output vector of the field FY, and 

Vj = (vj1, Vj2, ... , Vjq) denote the mapping fuzzy weights of each node over the field FY, as 

illustrated in Fig. 3.1. The mapping field FY activation is governed by the activation of the 

field F8 and field F~ . The output of the field FY is given by 

s = ( Ct, Ot, 'Yt) ® ( cv,, Ov,, 'Yv1) if the Jth F~ node is active and F8 is active (3 .1) 

s = (Ct, Ot, 'Yt) if F~ is inactive and F8 is active (3.2) 

s = (cv,, Ovp 'Yv1) if the Jth F~ node is active and F8 is inactive (3.3) 
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s = (0, 0, 0) if both F~ and Fg are inactive (3.4) 

Fuzzy Match Tracking 

When the fuzzy input and fuzzy target are first presented, FUZART vigilance 

parameter Pa is equal to a baseline vigilance Pa· If the current winner node can not meet the 

vigilance criterion in F~, i.e. if 

q . 

L ( Ct;, 6t;, 'Yt) ® ( Cvli• 6vli• 'Yv1) 

i=l ~~-----,~~~~---,,--~~<pb 
q 

L ( Ct;• 6t;, 'Yt) 
i=l 

(3.5) 

where Pb is the target vigilance parameter, shown in Fig. 3.1, then fuzzy match tracking 

raises FUZART vigilance Pa by a certain small amount and searches for a new winner node 

in the F1 field. Fuzzy match tracking continues until fuzzy resonance occurs, i.e., 

q 

L ( Ct;, 6t;, 'Yt) ® ( Cvli• 6vn, 'Yv1) 

_i=_l~---,~~~~---,,--~~~pb 
q 

L ( Ct;, 6t;, 'Yt;) 
i=l 

Target vigilance parameter Pb is set to one for many-to-one mapping. 

(3.6) 

Once the Jth category node in the F~ field is chosen to associate the fuzzy input 

pattern of the F~ field with the fuzzy target pattern of the Fg field, the mapping fuzzy 

weights are updated by 

VJ= t (3.7) 

Note that the FUZAMP system is stable since FUZAMP consists of a stable FUZART 

system and the fuzzified mapping network with a finite number of targets. 
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Fuzzy Decision 

FUZAMP can be thought of as operating in two modes, namely, training and 

testing. During training, a collection of fuzzy input patterns and fuzzy target patterns are 

repeatedly presented to the network using "winner-take-all" strategy until fuzzy weights 

converge to constants. During testing, however, FUZAMP employs a decision making 

criterion as in (2.39) to integrate distributed activities across coded categories. In the 

FUZART system, the membership function vj(pi) of the ith fuzzy pattern to class j is 

defined by (2.39). The output of the FY field in the FUZAMP system during testing is 

defined by 

n 

dk = L vj(pi)·vh 
j=l 

(3.8) 

where dk = (cdk, Octk, 'Yctk), Vjk = (cvik' 8v.ik' 'Yd.ik), and Lis fuzzy sum. The multiplication of 

fuzzy numbers under the summation sign is defined by the extension principle (Koska, 

1986) 

µkA(z) = max{µA(x): z=kx} (3.9) 

where A is a fuzzy number defined by its membership function µA(x) and k is a constant. 

At 't = oo in (2.39), a fuzzy input pattern belongs to the most highly activated category with 

full membership. In such a case FUZAMP employs the hard decision criterion. As 't 

becomes smaller, FUZAMP uses more information from the relative F~ activities. In such 

cases, FUZAMP employs soft decision criteria. 

Simulation and Results 

In order to illustrate the performance of the proposed FUZAMP, simulation results 

are presented in this section. We present four simulations illuminating the capability of 

FUZAMP as a fuzzy inference engine and three simulations illuminating the fuzzy 
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classification capability ofFUZAMP. We demonstrate in these simulations that FUZAMP 

. possesses all the properties listed earlier of a good fuzzy neural network. 

Simulations 1-4: Implementation of Fuzzy Rules for Fuzzy Control Systems 

In Simulation 1, assume that the following two fuzzy rules are given for 

constructing a fuzzy control system: 

IF x is small THEN y is small 

IF x is large THEN y is large 

where "small" and "large" are defined by the membership functions shown in Fig. 3.2. 

We wish to train FUZAMP to learn these two rules. From the above two fuzzy rules, we 

can obtain the following fuzzy training data: 

{ (x,y)} = { (small, small), (large.large)} (3.10) 

where xis the fuzzy input pattern (data), and y is the fuzzy target pattern (data). After only 

one epoch of training with fuzzy complement coding, baseline vigilance parameter Pa=0.5, 

target vigilance parameter Pb=l, fuzzy sensitivity parameter 't~oo, and the number of 

FUZART category nodes equal to 2, FUZAMP was found to be stabilized. The trained 

FUZAMP was tested with a variety of fuzzy input data using the hard decision criterion. 

We identified those fuzzy input data as "small", "large", "very small", "very large", 

"shifted small", "shifted large", "singleton small", and "singleton large". Fuzzy input 

"small" and "large" are the same as those illustrated in Fig. 3.2. Fuzzy input "very small", 

"very large", "shifted small", "shifted large", "singleton small", and "singleton large" are 

shown in Fig. 3.3, Fig. 3.4, and Fig. 3.5, respectively. Fuzzy outputs from the trained 

FUZAMP are shown in Fig. 3.6, with "small" corresponding to fuzzy inputs "small", 

"shifted small", "very small", "singleton small" and with "large" corresponding to fuzzy 

inputs "large", "shifted large", "very large", "singleton large". FUZAMP maps the trained 
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input { x} = { small, large} to corresponding trained output { y} = { small, large} through 

the relationship learned during training. Moreover, the trained FUZAMP also maps the 

shifted input and singleton input to the trained output. The result matches our expectation. 

FUZAMP demonstrates robustness to changes in fuzzy inputs and has 100% fitting 

capability with respect to the trained inputs. 

In Simulation 2, we consider the following four fuzzy rules 

IF x is small and y is small THEN z is small 

IF x is large and y is large THEN z is small 

IF x is small and y is large THEN z is large 

IF x is large and y is small THEN z is large 

(3.11) 

The membership functions for "small" and "large" are given in Fig. 3.7. The fuzzy rules in 

(3.11) constitute a typical linearly non-separable problem. From the fuzzy rules in (3.11), 

FUZAMP was trained via fuzzy input pattern { (x,y)} = { (small,small), (large,large), 

(small,large), (large small)} and fuzzy target pattern {z} = {(small), (small), (large), 

(large)}. After only one epoch of training, with fuzzy complement coding, baseline 

vigilance parameter Pa=0.6, target vigilance parameter Pb=l, fuzzy sensitivity parameter 

't""7oo, and the number of FUZART category nodes equal to 4, FUZAMP was found to be 

stabilized. FUZAMP was tested with the training fuzzy input patterns and a variety of 

fuzzy input test patterns to check its performance using the hard decision criterion. Fig. 

3.8-3.10 illustrate some of the fuzzy input test patterns. Fuzzy outputs from the Fg field 

from the trained FUZAMP are shown in Fig. 3.11, with the output labeled "small" 

corresponding to the first two input combinations in (3.11) and the output labeled "large" 

corresponding to the last two input combinations in (3.11). The inputs were taken as all 

possible combinations from Fig. 3.7-3.10. Comparing Fig. 3.11 with Fig. 3.7, one can 

see that the fuzzy outputs over the Fg field correspond to fuzzy test inputs and match our 

expectation. The trained FUZAMP generalized the fuzzy relationships implied in the fuzzy 
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rules very well. In particular, FUZAMP maps fuzzy inputs with shape changes to the 

desired fuzzy output. Again, we find that FUZAMP has 100% fitting capability to the 

trained data and is robust to changes in input patterns. 

In Simulation 3, we trained FUZAMP with three fuzzy input-target pairs (fuzzy 

rules) shown in Fig. 3.12. In this figure, x represents the fuzzy input; y represents the 

fuzzy target; and each rectangle illustrates fuzzy support (2.43) of a fuzzy input and its 

corresponding fuzzy target, each having symmetric triangular membership functions. After 

only one epoch of training, with fuzzy complement coding, baseline vigilance parameter 

Pa=0.8, target vigilance parameter Pb=l, and the number of FUZART category nodes 

equal to 3, FUZAMP was found to be stabilized. FUZAMP was then tested using only the 

input patterns of the three training patterns, plus two novel fuzzy input patterns, to check its 

performance using the soft decision criterion (3.8). Fig. 3.13 shows the supports of these 

fuzzy inputs and the corresponding fuzzy outputs produced by FUZAMP, with solid 

rectangles illustrating the inputs from the training patterns and their corresponding outputs 

and dotted rectangles illustrating the novel fuzzy inputs and their corresponding fuzzy 

outputs. Fuzzy sensitivity parameter 't in (2.39) was selected as 8, such that for each 

fuzzy input pattern on the training set, FUZAMP produced a desired fuzzy output with a 

membership value of at least 0.99. Note that the solid rectangles perfectly match those of 

the training set in Fig. 3.12, and that the dotted rectangles nicely fit in between the solid 

rectangles, following the trend set by the training patterns. These results demonstrate good 

generalization capability of FUZAMP for the two novel fuzzy inputs and excellent fitting 

capability for the three training inputs. 

In Simulation 4, we assume an incomplete rule table, shown in Table 3.1. The 

linguistic values in the table are illustrated in Fig. 3.14. As an example for reading this 

table, consider the entry in the 3rd row, 1st column. The rule is read: "If X is Very Small 

and Y is Medium, then Z is Large". We trained FUZAMP with the nine input-target pairs 

obtained from the given fuzzy rules in Table 3.1. After only two epochs of training, with 
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fuzzy complement coding, baseline vigilance parameter Pa=0.9, target vigilance parameter 

Pb=l, and the number ofFUZART category nodes equal to 7, FUZAMP was found to be 

stabilized. FUZAMP was then employed to interpolate missing fuzzy rules in Table 3.1 

using the soft decision criterion. Fuzzy sensitivity parameter 't was selected as 8, such that 

for each fuzzy input on the training set, FUZAMP produced a desired fuzzy output with a 

membership value of at least 0.99. We then presented the trained FUZAMP with fuzzy 

input pairs (x, y) corresponding to the antecedents of the missing fuzzy rules. Each output 

(z) from FUZAMP was compared with each of the five linguistic values using category 

choice function and fuzzy vigilance criterion as in (2.26) and (2.28). In (2.26) and (2.28), 

p was replaced by the output described herein; w was replaced by each linguistic value; and 

m was equal to one. The linguistic value with a maximum value of category choice 

function was chosen as the consequent of the missing fuzzy rule. If the category choice 

function had the same value for different linguistic values, the linguistic value with a 

maximum value of fuzzy resonance criterion was chosen as the consequent of the missing 

fuzzy rule. In this way, the consequents of all missing fuzzy rules were determined as 

shown in italics in Table 3.2. As an example, consider the result in the 4th row, 4th 

column of Table 3.2. The interpolated rule is: "If Xis Large and Y is Large, then Z is 

Small". We suggest the reader cover Table 3.2 and use human intuition to complete the 

missing rule results in Table 3.1. Then by comparing the reader's results with those in 

Table 3.2, the reader may see that the italicized results match human intuition in reasonable 

fashion. We conclude that FUZAMP has very reasonable generalization capability, with 

good capability of interpolation from available fuzzy rules. 

It should be noted that although BP based fuzzy neural networks have the capability 

of fuzzy inference for fuzzy data similar to that demonstrated here by FUZAMP, the 

training time for the FUZAMP is much less than for BP fuzzy neural networks. For 

example, in Hayashi arid Buckley et al. (1993); Ishibuchi et al. (1993, 1994a, 1994b); 

Keller and Tahani (1992a, 1992b), typically, the number of training epochs required for 
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stabilizing BP fuzzy neural networks on fuzzy data similar to that in the simulations above 

ranged from 1000 to 10,000 epochs. Moreover, FUZAMP demonstrates better 

performances than BP based fuzzy neural networks. Following our list presented earlier of 

desired properties of supervised fuzzy neural networks, Table 3.3 summarizes the 

comparison of four fuzzy neural networks based on the simulation results provided by 

Hayashi and Buckley et al. (1993), Ishibuchi et al. (1993, 1994a, 1994b), Keller and 

Tahani (1992a, 1992b), and Umano et al. (1992), together with results presented here for 

FUZAMP. Using the hard decision criterion, FUZAMP processes excellent fitting 

capability for fuzzy training data and is robust to small changes in fuzzy inputs. Using a 

soft decision criterion, FUZAMP has excellent fitting capability for fuzzy training data and 

excellent generalization for new fuzzy inputs. 

Simulations 5-7: FUZAMP for Classifications 

Fuzzy data sets for classification in Simulations 5-7 are similar to those given by 

Ishibuchi, et. al (1993). Simulation 5 utilized a training set consisting of four two

dimensional fuzzy data pairs, with fuzzy target 0, given as "Class 1 ", and four two

dimensional fuzzy data pairs, with fuzzy target 1, given as "Class 2": 

Class 1: {[(0.15,0.l,0.l),(O.l5,0.l,O.l)], 

[(0.15,0. l,O. l),(0.55,0. l5,0. l5)], 

[(0.45,0.15,0.15),(0.25,0.1,0. l)], 

[(0.5,0.1,0.1),(0.5,0. l,0. l)]} 

Class 2: {[(0.3,0.15,0.15),(0.9 ,0.1,0.1) ], 

[(0.6,0. l,O. l),(0.6,0.1,0. l)], 

[(0.7 ,0.15,0.15),(0.85,0. l,O. l)], 

[(0.8,0.1,0. l),(0.25,0.2,0.2)]} 



5 1 

Table 3.3 Comparison of Four Fuzzy neural Networks 

Desired Properties Keller's Umano's lshibuchi's 
of Fuzzv Neural Networks Approach Aooroach Aooroach FUZAMP 

On-Line Learning r'-.b r'-.b r'-.b Yes 

Stability Not Not Not 
Guaranteed Guaranteed Guaranteed Guaranteed 

Convergence Slow Slow Slow Fast 

Fitting Capability Gxx:I Gxx:I Poor Excellent 

Robust Gxx:I Gxx:I Poor Excellent 

Generalization r'-.b r'-.b Excellent Excellent 
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where ( c, 0, y) is a triangular fuzzy number defined by (2.1). lshibuchi et. al. (1993) 

examined the fuzzy classification performance of their BP algorithm with five hidden nodes 

on this nonlinear classification problem. FUZAMP performance on this problem, with 

baseline vigilance parameter Pa= 0.8, target vigilance parameter Pb=l, fuzzy sensitivity 

parameter 't~oo, and number of FUZART category nodes equal to 6, is depicted in Fig. 

3.15. The rectangles in Fig. 3.15 represent the support (2.43) of two-dimensional fuzzy 

data. The nonlinear decision boundary was obtained based on a series of fuzzy testing data 

with spreads equal to zero (i.e., fuzzy singletons). The simulation results match our 

human intuition and are comparable to those provided by Ishibuchi, et. al. (1993). 

FUZAMP converges in one epoch, while the BP algorithm (lshibuchi, et. al., 1993) 

required 1000 epochs. 

The training fuzzy data set in Simulation 6 consists of nine pairs of two

dimensional data with three classes, given by lshibuchi, et. al. (1993): 

Class 1: { [(0.2,0.05,0.05),(0.85,0. l,O. l)], 

[(0.3,0. l ,O. l),(0.55,0. l ,0.1)], 

[(0.5,0.15,0.15),(0.8,0. l ,0.1)]} 

Class 2: {[(0.2,0.l,O.l),(0.45,0.l,O.l)], 

[(0.25,0.15,0.15),(0.15,0. l ,0.1)] 

[(0.55,0.1,0. l),(O. l5,0. l ,O. l)]} 

Class 3: { [(0.65,0. l,O. l),(0.65,0.15,0. l5)], 

[(0.9,0.05,0.05),(0.85,0. l ,0.1 )] 

[(0.85,0.15,0.15),(0.4,0.05,0.05)]} 

where again, (c, o, y) is a triangular fuzzy number defined by (2.1). lshibuchi et. al. 

(1993) examined the performance of their BP algorithm with five hidden nodes on this 

multi-class classification problem. FUZAMP was trained with baseline vigilance parameter 
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Pa= 0.85, target vigilance parameter Pb=l, fuzzy sensitivity parameter 't~oo, and the 

number of FUZART category nodes equal to 9. Fig. 3.16 shows the simulation results. 

The decision boundaries were obtained in the same manner as for Simulation 5. Again, 

FUZAMP achieved the same classification performance as that given by Ishibuchi, et. al. 

(1993), but required only two training epochs, while the BP algorithm (lshibuchi, et. al., 

1993) required 1000 training epochs. 

In Simulation 7, we utilized a training set consisting of ten two-dimensional 

numerical (i.e., non-fuzzy) data sets (x, y), with fuzzy targets O and 1, respectively, given 

as "Class l" and "Class 2" (lshibuchi et al., 1993): 

Class 1: [(0.2, 0.55), (0.4, 0.55), (0.55, 0.15), (0.65, 0.2), (0.65, 0.5)] 

· Class 2: [(0.1, 0.65), (0.3, 0.7), (0.65, 0.1), (0.7, 0.15), (0.7, 0.7)] 

Assume that we also have the following fuzzy rules: 

IF X is Small and Y is Small, THEN the Data Set belongs to Class 1 

IF X is Large and Y is Medium, THEN the Data Set belongs to Class 2 

where "Small", "Medium", and "Large" are defined by the membership functions shown in 

Fig. 3.17. From the two fuzzy rules, we can add the following fuzzy data to the numerical 

data set: 

Class 1: (Small, Small) 

Class 2: (Large, Medium) 

FUZAMP performance on a test set consisting of only singleton data using fuzzy 

complement coding, baseline vigilance parameter Pa = 0.5, target vigilance parameter 

Pb=l, fuzzy sensitivity parameter 't~oo, and number of FUZART category nodes equal to 

3, is depicted in Fig. 3.18. In contrast, Fig. 3.19 shows FUZAMP performance on a test 

set consisting of both singleton and fuzzy data using fuzzy complement coding, baseline 
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vigilance parameter Pa= 0.5, target vigilance parameter Pb=l, fuzzy sensitivity parameter 

't'~oo. and number of FUZART category nodes equal to 4. The classification boundaries 

determined by FUZAMP from the test sets are shown in solid, curved lines in Figs 3 .18 

and 3.19. From Fig. 3.18, we note that FUZAMP classifies the given numerical data set 

correctly. Fig. 3.19 shows that FUZAMP conveys the effects of fuzzy rules very well. 

FUZAMP converged in one training epoch for this simulation for both Figs 3 .18 and 3 .19, 

while the back propagation algorithm (lshibuchi, et. al., 1993) required 1000 epochs for a 

similar problem. 

Summary 

A new fuzzy neural network scheme called FUZAMP has been developed that can 

quickly and efficiently handle hybrid mixtures of fuzzy data and numerical data. This fuzzy 

neural network can be applied to classification problems with non-linearly separable fuzzy 

data, and can also be employed as a fuzzy inference engine using linguistic knowledge 

described by fuzzy rules. Stability in fuzzy weight learning is guaranteed. Simulation 

results have shown that FUZAMP has superior fuzzy classification and fuzzy inference 

capability and stability with fuzzy data. The advantages of FUZAMP compared with other 

fuzzy neural networks (Hayashi and Buckley et al., 1993; Ishibuchi et al., 1993, 1994a, 

1994b; Keller and Tahani, 1992a, 1992b) are that FUZAMP can realize faster and more 

efficient training for fuzzy data and achieve better performances. Possible applications of 

FUZAMP to practical problems include fuzzy expert systems, fuzzy control, and fuzzy 

classification. 
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Before applying the new fuzzy neural network in real machine vision applications, we 

found it necessary to realize automatic adjustment of camera vision parameters "gain" and 

"offset". This was required to compensate for power fluctuations, changes in ambient 

light, and camera sensitivity drift in our machine-vision-based robotic dish handling system 

to insure reliability and accuracy in automated machine vision recognition and inspection. 

Figure 4.1 illustrates the configuration of the dish handling system. One objective of this 

research is to realize reliable and fast sorting and inspection of different types of dishes. 

The system includes an AdeptOne SCARA robot with a five-joint arm, an end effector 

designed to handle up to six dishes simultaneously, a conveyor belt with a position 

encoder, four photo-electric sensors, an Adept vision AGS system with three cameras fixed 

above the conveyor belt and outside the robot workspace, and an Adept MC controller. In 

the integrated system, indirect illumination is provided by two banks of fluorescence lights, 

placed at either side of and parallel with the dishrack, below the level of the dishes. The 

lighting and cameras are enclosed by a "light box", in which the four sides consist of flat 

white poster board to evenly reflect light, and the top consists of a clear plastic diffuser to 

diffuse outside light. Dishes to be inspected pass through the open bottom of the light box. 

Three gray level vision targets are mounted under each camera and above the dishrack for 

automatic vision parameter adjustment. When a maximum of six identical small dishes or 

three identical large dishes in a row of the dishrack is presented by the moving conveyor in 
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the fields of view (FOV) of the cameras, a photoelectric synchronization sensor is triggered 

by the dishrack, and the synchronization signal is sent to the MC controller, which 

directs the three cameras to acquire dish images. The vision task recognizes the type of 

dishes and· inspects the cleanliness of dishes based on the dish image. The results of 

recognition and inspection are stored in a knowledge database. The robot task 

continuously monitors the tracking status of dishes on the moving conveyor, retrieves 

the vision task information from the database, and controls the robot to remove only clean 

dishes from the dishrack and place them in the proper location off the conveyor. Unclean 

dishes are left in the dishrack for conveying to a soak tank and rewashing. With no vision 

parameter control, power fluctuations, changes in ambient light, and camera sensitivity drift 

affect the reliability and accuracy of automated recognition and inspection of dishes. . 

Because no dynamic model is available to predict camera performance, we considered a 

fuzzy logic controller to realize automatic adjustment of the camera parameters "gain" and 

"offset" to compensate for such changes. Not only does fuzzy logic control require no 

mathematical model of a system, but it also is almost always suitable for a nonlinear MIMO 

(Multi-Input, Multi-Output) system (Lee, 1990). Moreover, an FLC can translate 

qualitative and imprecise linguistic statement about control procedures into computer 

algorithms using "IF-THEN" rules. Decisions through "fuzzy inference" can then be 

quickly made. Lastly, for our particular control problem, such judgments as "the gain is 

too large" or "the offset is too small" contain a certain amount of "fuzziness". This appears 

to be a natural application for FLC. 

Problem Formulation 

In our vision-based integrated dish handling system, a stable CCD (Charge

Coupled Device) camera output and consistent lighting are highly desirable. However, 

power fluctuations, inconsistent ambient lighting and CCD output drift are often 

unavoidable in practical situations. This causes the different gray levels of a dish to vary. 
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1n order to compensate for these variations, a real tim:eo~1-~;·r;;-;~~ 

is proposed for each camera. The controller uses the histogram of a multi-gray level vision 

target to control the camera parameters "gain" and "offset" to yield desired minimum and 

maximum gray levels of the target. While the vision task is waiting for the next row of 

dishes, the camera controller is executed at least once, which provides for near real-time 

control. Each time the FLC is executed, the vision parameter "threshold" is updated 

simultaneously. Unlike a conventional PIO (Proportional-Integral-Derivative), an FLC can 

achieve the goals of steady output and satisfactory transient performance simultaneously 

(Lee, 1990). However, choices of an appropriate set of rule& and membership functions 

with appropriate shape, bandwidth and percentage of overlap significantly affects achieving 

these goals. Speed and accuracy are two important elements in the design of an FLC, The 

typically-used triangular membership functions with symmetry and 50% overlap require·a 
------~~~_..,,,.._.__ ..... "l. ~14>" (11<1'!!>-~~ .. ~~....___.....--... ~~ ....... 

small number of rules to express the fuzzy relation, \Vhich can reduce both the on-line 

. computational overhead. and the memory requirements. With· a fixed number of fuzzy 
. ~-----:--......__ ______ --.. 

l's subsets, large band"'.:~~~~~-~~~~!!1"~~~!!!.X~,SJiQm~ti.WS..i.l?ill.P.t22I1£~S J!!!~~k~~l~ .. ..,.,,=··. 
'i ........_____.....,..,__.. ... - .. --

overshoot or oscillation. Small bandwidths may yield acceptable steady state output but at 

the same time may increase transient response time. In this work, a multi-layer fuzzy 

controller with different bandwidths in each layer is used to deal with this problem. 

Fuzzy Logic Controller for Adjustment of Gain and Offset 

Rule Base 

The rule base provides the control goal and the control policy by a set of linguistic 

rules. A multi-layer rule base for two state variables and two control variables can be 

represented as: 

{IF Xl and X2 are in Layer j THEN 

IF Xl=AW and X2=~? THEN Yl=a~/ and Y2=a~l} (4.1) 
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where i = 1, 2, ... n; j = 1, 2, ... m; n denotes total rules; m denotes total layers; XI and X2 

are fuzzy state variables; Aw and A~[ are linguistic values of fuzzy state variables XI and 

X2 in the universe of discourse mu> and uzG>; YI and Y2 are fuzzy control variables; and 

B?/ and Bw are linguistic values of control Variables in the universe of discourse Vl (i) 

andv2G>. Since both the antecedents and the consequents of these IF-THEN rules contain 

two linguistic variables, the system is a two-input, two-output fuzzy system. Assume for 

our vision system that the desired minimum and maximum gray levels of a vision target are 

Xrmin and Xrmax, respectively, in the histogram. A variety of external influences, including 

CCD camera intensity drift and changes in ambient light, can result in changes of minimum 

and maximum gray levels of the vision target. The task of the control algorithm is to 

maintain the minimum and maximum gray levels of the vision target at Xrmin and Xrmax 

respectively. The FLC is designed to have two fuzzy state variables and two fuzzy control 

variables. The first state variable emin is the difference between the actual minimum gray 

level Xmin of the vision target and Xrmin given by: 

emin = Xmin - Xrmin (4.2) 

The second fuzzy state variable emax is the difference between Xrmax and the actual 

maximum gray level Xmax of the vision target, given by: 

emax = Xrmax - Xmax (4.3) 

Xrmin and Xrmax define two areas of a vision target with gray-level less than Xrmin and larger 

than Xrmax, respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 4.2. These areas are the allowable maximum 

amount of spill over the sides of the histogram of the vision target. The two fuzzy control 

variables are "change of gain" and "change of offset". Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 show the 

set of rules of a two-layer FLC for gain and offset adjustment, which were developed 

based on experience with operating the system. 
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Table 4.1 Linguistic Rules of the First Layer of an FLC 

~ NL NM NS ZE PS PM 

NL GNL(OZE) GNM(OZE) GNM(OPS) GNS(OPS) GNS(OPM) GZE(OPM) 

NM GNM(ONS) GNM(OZE) GNS(OZE) GNS(OPS) GZE(OPS) GZE(OPM) 

NS GNM(ONS) GNS(ONS) GNS(OZE) GNS(OZE) GZE(OPS) GZE(OPM) 

ZE GNS(ONM) GNS(ONS) GZE(ONS) ** GPS(OPS) GPS(OPS) 

PS GNS(ONM) GZE(ONM) GZE(ONS) GZE(ONS) GPS(OZE) GPS(OZE) 

PM GZE(ONL) GZE(ONM) GZE(ONS) GPS(ONS) GPS(OZE) GPM(OZE) 

PL GZE(ONL) GZE(ONM) GPS(ONM) GPM(ONM) GPM(ONS) GPM(OZE) 

G=Gain; O=Offset; P=Positive; N=Negative; L=Large; M=Medium; S=Small; ZE=Zero 

**: Pass to second layer (Table 2) 

Table 4.2 Linguistic Rules of the second Layer of an FLC 

NZ 

NZ GZE(OZE) 

ZE GNZ(ONZ) 

PZ GZE(ONZ) 

ZE 

GNZ(OPZ) 

GZE(OZE) 

GPZ(ONZ) 

PZ 

GZE(OPZ) 

GPZ(OPZ) 

GPZ(OZE) 

NZ=Negative Zero; ZE=Zero; PZ=Positive Zero; G=Gain; O=Offset 

PL 

GZE(OPL: 

GPS(OPL) 

GPS(OPM 

GPS(OPM: 

GPM(OPS: 

GPM(OPS 

GPL(OZE 
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As an example in interpreting Table 4.1, consider the entries in the 3rd column, 6th 

row.This should be read, "IF emin is negative small (NS) and emax is positive medium 

(PM), the change of gain should be set to zero (ZE) and the change of offset set to negative 

small (NS)." As shown in Fig. 4.2, the desired minimum and maximum gray-levels are 

Xrmin and Xrmax, respectively. When the actual minimum gray-level Xmin of the vision 

target is in the region 4-6, and the actual maximum gray-level Xmax in the region 4-6 

respectively, the vision parameter "gain" should be increased, which would expand the 

gray-level range of the vision target. Usually, Xmin and Xmax lying in different regions 

require different adjustments of the gain and offset. Some regions of Xmin and Xmax may 

require a large increase (decrease) of gain and offset, and some may require a medium or 

small increase (decrease) of gain and offset. Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 show all regions of 

Xmin and Xmax and their corresponding control actions. Note that if both emin and emax are 

ZERO in the first layer (Table 4.1 ), the control action is passed to the second layer (Table 

4.2), which is smoothed naturally by the interpolative capability of the fuzzy logic. For the 

control problem described herein, the second layer of the FLC partitions the ZERO fuzzy 

set of the first layer into three subsets, which would result in a tendency toward smaller 

control outputs so that the system would be damped, reducing the oscillations of the system 

output. 

Membership Functions 

Membership functions are used to transform crisp inputs into fuzzy sets in the 

process of fuzzification and fuzzy sets back into crisp outputs in the process of 

defuzzification. While there are many types of membership functions, in this work 

isosceles triangles are chosen to simplify FLC computation. A 50% overlap in the 

membership functions of all the fuzzy sets is used so that only two fuzzy sets have non

zero degree of membership at any given point of the universe of discourse, which would 

reduce on-line computational overhead. The universe of discourse of the two controller 
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inputs emin and emax is chosen to cover the entire range of possible input values, which 

makes input scaling unnecessary. The universe of discourse of inputs and outputs is 

portioned into seven membership functions corresponding to seven linguistic variables 

(VS, NM, NS, ZE, PS, PM, PL) in the first layer of the FLC as illustrated in Fig. 4.3(a). 

Similarly, The universe of discourse of inputs and outputs in the second layer of the FLC 

are partitioned into three membership functions corresponding to three linguistic 

variables (NZ, ZE, PZ) as illustrated in Fig. 4.3(b ). The two controller inputs emin and 

emax are converted into fuzzy singletons by fuzzification. Basically, fuzzy singletons 

define controller inputs as fuzzy sets with the degree of membership equal to one at emin 

and emax and zero for all other points in the universe of discourse. 

As shown in Fig. 4.3(a) and Fig. 4.3(b), only four rules in the rule base are valid 

for any fuzzy input singleton. For a specific e ( e denotes emin or emax) in the universe of 

discourse, the degree of membership µ~L>ce) for the leftmost fuzzy set in the first layer of the 

FLC (Fig. 4.3(a)) can be represented as: 

(L) 1 p = 0 or 7 
µp (e)={(B(p-3)-e)/B otherwise 

p=min[7,max(O,INT((e+4B)/B))] 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

where L denotes leftmost; B is half of the bandwidth of the triangular membership 

functions; INT denotes integer. The degree of membership for rightmost fuzzy set, ~R>ce>, 

is the complement of that for the leftmost, namely, µ~R>ce) = 1-µ~L>ce). Similarly, the degree 

of membership for the leftmost fuzzy set in the second layer of the FLC (Fig. 4.3(b )) can 

also be represented as: 

(L) _ 1 p = 0 or 3 
µq (e)-{(B(q-2)-e)/B otherwise 

q=min[3,max(O,INT((e+3B)/B))] 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

The degree of membership for rightmost fuzzy set, µ&R>ce>, is the complement of that for the 

leftmost, namely, µ&R>ce> = 1-µ&L>ce). 
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Inference and Defuzzification 

Based on the fuzzy input singletons, an inference process is initiated. For a specific 

emin and emax, the rule base is executed and the most appropriate rules activated (Lee, 

1990). Each rule in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 defines a MIMO fuzzy implication which can 

be represented as two MISO fuzzy implicati~ns given by: 

u....(j)(Xl,X2,Yl)=µA(j)){A9)(Xl,X2Hµ 8 (i)(Yl) 
'Ku u·--.li 1i 

µR(j)(Xl,X2,Y2)=µA(j)){A9)(Xl,X2Hµ 8 (i)(Y2) 
2i 1i" - -Zi 2i 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

whereµ denotes degree of membership; i denotes ith rule; j denotes jth layer; Xl and X2 

denote fuzzy state variables emin and emax, respectively; Yl and Y2 denote fuzzy control 

variables "change of gain" and "change of offset", respectively; A?/xA~[ is a fuzzy set in 

mG>xU2G>; R~[ and~ are fuzzy implications in mG>xU2G>xv1G> and mG>xu2G>xv2G> respectively, 

and-+ denotes a fuzzy implication function. Using the product operation rule of fuzzy 

implication (Lee, 1990), we have: 

µR(j)(Xl,X2,Yl)=µA(j)xA(j)(Xl,X2)·u....(i)(Yl) 
1i 1i 2i 't:lli 

µRg)(Xl,X2,Y2)=µA(j)xA(j)(Xl,X2)·µa(j)(Y2) 
--zi li 2i 2i 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

Based on the rule base, the fuzzy inference engine employs the compositional rule of 

inference to infer its output fuzzy set. Assume that A?ixA~l is a fuzzy set in mG>xU2G> from 

the output of Fuzzification. Using the Max-Min Compositional Rule of Inference, the 

output fuzzy sets from the fuzzy inference engine for each rule is: 

µ A (i)xA (i)0 R~(=max(xl x2)e Ul (i)xu2(i)[minµA (i)xA (i_)(Xl,X2),µR(i)(Xl,X2,Yl))] 
lx 2x ' h 21 h 

µ A G>xA (j)o~=max(xl x2)eUl G>xu2(i)[minµA (i)d9)(Xl,X2),µR(i)(Xl,X2,Y2))] 
lx 2x ' 11·--z1 21 

Where O denotes the Max-Min composition operator. 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 
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The fuzzy inference engine delivers its outputs as fuzzy sets. Defuzzification maps 

from the fuzzy sets into non-fuzzy control outputs that best represent the possible 

distributions of inferred fuzzy control actions. While there are many strategies for 

defuzzification (Hellendoorn and Thomas, 1993), the Center-of-Sums (COS) method is 

used in this work because of its good performance and speed of computation. The control 

outputs, yl=change of gain and y2=change of offset, corresponding to the COS 

defuzzification method are: 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

where Y?f is the discrete point in the universe of discourse v1 G>; Y~f is the discrete point in 

the universe of discourse v2G>; mis number of the discrete points; n denotes number of 

rules. For the membership functions described in this work, n=4. 

Threshold Control 

The vision parameter "threshold" is used to define a binary image (either black or 

white). Given a gray-level dish image G(x,y), its binary image B(x,y) is defined by 

thresholding according to: 

B(x,y) = { Lmax G(x,y) ~ T 
Lmin otherwise 

(4.16) 

where Lmax=127 (white), Lffiin=O (black), and Tis a threshold. The two binary levels represent 

the objects (dishes and food particles with higher gray-levels) and the background 

(conveyor, dishrack, food particles with lower gray-levels, and dish imperfections). Binary 

images usually take less time to acquire and process than gray-level images. For the 

application in our dish handling operation, binary thresholding is proposed for dish image 

segmentation. The segmented binary dish image is proposed for recognition and sorting of 

dishes, and both the binary and gray-level images are proposed for inspection. Since 
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dishes with different colors require different threshold values for segmentation and 

inspection, appropriate selection of the threshold for each camera significantly affects the 

system performance. When an image in the FOV consists of only one type of dish and 

background, a possible approach to choose a threshold is to search a bimodal gray-level 

histogram and find a gray-level separating the two peaks. However, when more than one 

type of dish with different colors appears in .the FOV, the histogram may no longer be 

bimodal. In this work, a specific thresholding technique was investigated for our real time 

system. First, gain and offset are initially adjusted by the FLC so that the minimum and 

maximum gray-level are set at desired values in the histogram of the vision target. 

Thresholds for each camera are then chosen off-line for satisfactory image segmentation of 

all five types of clean dishes by trial-and-error based on the gray-level histogram. Lastly, 

we set the chosen thresholds and take a white pixel count of the binary image of the vision 

target (a pixel is the smallest elemental area discemable by the camera/vision system). This 

white pixel count is taken to be the desired value. In other words, satisfactory dish image 

segmentation requires that the binary image of the vision target has this desired pixel count, 

because this pixel count corresponds to the chosen threshold. Each time the FLC is 

executed, the vision parameter "threshold" for segmentation is updated so that the pixel 

count of the binary image of the vision target remains unchanged. In similar fashion, the 

thresholds for inspection of different types of dishes with different colors are 

simultaneously adjusted, automatically, to provide maximum food particle detection. While 

there are many algorithms existing for automatically selecting a threshold (Sahoo, et al., 

1988), most of them are either ineffective for our application or require excessive time. 

The technique proposed here proved to be suitable for both image segmentation and dish 

inspection in our integrated dish handling system. 
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Experimental Study 

The purpose of the FLC proposed in this work is to adapt the vision system to the 

changing environment for improving overall performance of dish recognition and 

inspection. In order to evaluate the control strategies described above, experimental studies 

were made. As illustrated in Figure 4.1, three cameras are fixed above the conveyor belt: 

Camera 1 (Pulnix Model No.TM-540 Serial No.015207), Camera 2 (Pulnix Model 

No.TM-540 Serial No.022177), and Camera 3 (Pulnix Model No.TM-540 Serial 

No.014969), each with a 25 mm focal length lens. Although the three cameras are same 

make and model, they nevertheless exhibit substantially different static and dynamic 

behavior because CCD elements in each camera vary due to manufacturing variations. 

Considering practical adjustable ranges of gain and offset for each camera and to provide 

maximum food particle detection, the desired minimum and maximum gray-levels of the 

vision targets for the three cameras were set by trial and error at: xnrunO>= 10, xrmax0>=60; 

xnrun<2)=10, xnnax<2)=80; xnru0 (3)=10, and xnnax<3)=80, where the numbers in parentheses 

designate the camera number. The bandwidth of the first layer membership functions of 

the multi-layer FLC was selected as 6. The bandwidth of the second layer membership 

functions was chosen as 1.5. For comparison, two single layer FLCs (first layer) with 

bandwidths of 6 and 1.5, respectively, for membership functions were also evaluated 

under identical conditions. The experiments were done after the system was started up 

with original vision parameter settings, namely gain(l)=230, offset(l)=80, gain(2)=210, 

offset(2)=55, gain(3)=230, and offset(3)=150, where the numbers in parentheses 

designate the camera number. Figure 4.4 show the minimum gray-level responses of 

Camera 2. Figure 4.5 show its maximum gray-level response. The response of a single 

layer FLC with the bandwidth of 6 for membership functions exhibits a large oscillation 

around the set point when emin and emax are approaching zero. For a single layer FLC with 

the bandwidth of 1.5 for membership functions, the transient response time increases by a 
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substantial margin, while the oscillation behavior around a final value is improved. By 

comparing the two-layer FLC with the two single layer FLCs, one can see that the two

layer FLC performs much better in that it has improved transient speed, overshoot, and 

accuracy. 

To further evaluate overall performance of the implemented two-layer FLC, the 

minimum and maximum gray-level responses of each camera with and without FLC were 

observed over a period of 6 hours. Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show the response of each camera 

with constant gain and offset, 216 and 113 for Camera I, 210 and 96 for Camera II, and 

176 and 54 for Camera III, which were initially set by the FLC to provide the desired 

minimum and maximum gray-level of each camera. As expected, camera output exhibits 

obvious changes in both minimum and maximum gray-level of the vision target due to 

coupled effects of power fluctuations, inconsistent ambient lighting and CCO camera 

output. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show the minimum and maximum gray-level response of each 

camera with a two-layer FLC with the bandwidths of 6 and 1.5. The responses are much 

more stable than those in Fig. 4.6 and 4.7. 

Summary 

A MIMO multi-layer fuzzy logic controller for real time adjustment of vision 

parameters has been proposed in this work. Since many processes are controlled by PIO 

controllers, the question may arise as to whether the FLC offers an improvement over 

conventional PIO controllers. First, conventional PIO controller design requires a model

based approach when the nonlinearity is taken into account. The coupled effects of a 

MIMO PIO controller must often be analyzed mathematically in the design process. FLC is 

very flexible in handling nonlinear coupled relationships. Second, in the design of a 

conventional PIO controller, trade-offs are usually required between decreasing the steady 

state error and improving transient performance. FLC can achieve both the goals of good 
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steady output and satisfactory transient performance simultaneously. Since there is no 

mathematical model available for our vision system, while there is considerable operating 

experience to provide qualitative statements for fuzzy sentences, the choice of PLC seems 

most appropriate for our application. In fact, it is shown through experimental studies that 

the multi-layer PLC performs well in controlling vision parameters. The performance of an 

FLC can be enhanced significantly by using a multi-layer PLC, yielding faster response 

with less overshoot than a conventional single layer PLC can achieve. The triangular 

membership functions with symmetry and 50% overlap result in only four valid rules in the 

rule base being operative for a given input, which can reduce on-line computational 

overhead of a multi-layer PLC. The simple algorithm used in this work to calculate the 

degree of membership for multi-layer PLC helps to increase computing speed. While more 

fuzzy state variables, such as change of emin (error of minimum gray-level) and change of 

emax ( error of maximum gray-level), can be added to the PLC to improve the performance 

of a multi-layer PLC, the complexity of its implementation and computational overhead 

may increase significantly for a MIMO system. The fuzzy state variables used in this work 

are suitable for our control problem. 
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CHAPTER V 

MACHINE VISION FUZZY OBJECT RECOGNITION AND DISH CLEANLINESS 
INSPECTION USING FUZAMP 

Introduction 

In machine vision applications, there exist many types of uncertainty such as noise 

of various sorts, vagueness of representation, and non-random uncertainties in features 

extracted from camera data. In this chapter, we illustrate dealing with such uncertainties by 

presenting applications of FUZAMP in machine vision sorting and inspection of dish 

pieces in a prototype for large commercial dish washing operations. Current large 

commercial dish washing operations handling 20,000 or more silverware pieces and dishes 

per day are performed manually in a hot, humid environment. This leads to high operating 

costs and labor turnover. Automation techniques are sought to perform most of the tasks 

currently done manually. Developing a high speed, efficient system integrating the sorting 

and inspection of dishes and silverware pieces into a single working unit is a very 

challenging task. We first present an application of FUZAMP in machine vision tasks for 

fast and accurate recognition of highly specular objects in a lighted field, such as polished 

metal, ceramic,.glass, and plastic objects. Highly specular objects with components lying 

out of the camera image plane typically yield different measured features (such as area and 

perimeter) for the same object appearing in different positions and orientations in the 

camera Field of View (FOV). This is because even with carefully designed lighting, 
'\.: ~~-~~--~"--~-~= .~...-.-.c",_..,.-~ =~.._ .... -~- ~~ ,._......,, ,...,"-._, ~ -''""'""'-""-"""'"" .... ,,."",...=,..,,.-,,, ... """"..,.,""'"-""'...,"-'""...,,..~=~-="'"'~ 

different orientations of a three dimensional specular part produce different gray-level 

images measured by the camera. This yields uncertainty in the visual representation of the 

~~.~~~s!!~tllatw~.ref~LlQ:i~~E~~~j~~i-~~~~?bj';·~'"'F~~<~x~;i~ty;ic~i·;t~~1;~~-·--···<>·~· 

-- ----
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steel soup spoons when presented at different locations and orientations in the FOV, 

including both right-side-up and right-side-down presentation, as illustrated in Fig. 5.1-

5.2, yielded a range of normalized area between 0.52 and 0.63 (21 % variation), and 

normalized perimeter between 0.46 and 0.59 (28% variation). The variation was caused by 
;ru,..,,,,..,~~sa;__...,,,..,"°""=-w,IWM<.<lil~'c/'!::i,;,.o;:~,,in.,••,s-st••;,,'>'.;,r,,r~M,,;,,....-.,.,:,,,_i,;..,,.,,._.ti;,,,r,~ft~W-'''·""-,,,<=•.,,__.,..'"""""=--J;,;,,s;,r!=,;,;."1~~""'1'..,,.,.. •. "<"""' 

~;tM"-;11< 

1 shadows on the spoons of different sizes.and locations, which caused the vision system to 

interpret the shadowed areas as background, rather than parts of the spoons. In this work, 

a scheme is proposed that uses uncertain information provided by image processing of a 

machine vision system for such fuzzy objects. The data with uncertainty were transformed 

into fuzzy sets, and then fuzzy signals were fed to FUZAMP in order to recognize fuzzy 

objects. 

In addition to applying FUZAMP in fuzzy object recognition, we also used 

FUZAMP to correlate human evaluations with machine evaluations of the cleanliness of 

dishes. Dish cleanliness inspection is a challenging task for machine vision because food 

particles on a dish may have many variations in their gray level im~s, even with small 
~~~"imWMi'K~~~~ -

changes in viewing position and direction. Sensor output from a camera typically reflects 

this uncertainty, and descriptions of "clean" and "dirty" are ill-defined in a mathematical 

sense. In this work, FUZAMP was implemented to automatically classify a dish as "clean" 

or "dirty". The classification performance for various real conditions was tested and 

compared with that using fuzzy ARTMAP proposed by Carpenter and Grossberg et al. 

(1991a). 

The scheme proposed in this chapter for machine vision recognition of fuzzy 
..,.,.~.,,.,.,..,,, .. ,,,."""' ~.,",-~.., . ._,,,,........,_ .. .,.~, .. ,.,~...., 

objects and inspection of dish cleanliness employs combining:".fuzzy neural networlcs,with 

~~si~) The data from image processing of a mac~~des \________ ----""~,/ 

uncertainty to some extent, which could be transformed into fuzzy sets and used as input to 

FUZAMP. The transformation, or fuzzification, implies that a given measurement value 

from the machine vision system is most likely to be the correct value in comparison with all 

its immediate neighboring values. Nevertheless, neighboring values are also possibly 
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Fig. 5.1 Gray Level Images of Stainless Steel Soup Spoons in the FOV 

Fig. 5.2 Binary Images of Stainless Steel Soup Spoons in the FOV 
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correct, but to a lesser degree. Assume that the probabiliy distribution function for the 

machine vision signal with uncertainty is symmetric. It is natural for the membership 

functions of fuzzy sets to also be chosen symmetric about a measurement value. 

Symmetric functions such as triangular, trapezoidal, and Gaussian functions are all 

appropriate candidates for membership functions of fuzzy sets, but in this paper, fuzzy sets 

are represented by triangular membership functions. In such functions, a larger "spread" 

implies that more uncertainty exists in a given measurement. 

In what follows, we first applied FUZAMP in fuzzy object recognition of 
-------~---··--- :or" ""'>'!!E,11!& ,ur WIP 

~ Then we used FUZAMP for dish cleanliness inspection. We employ both 

FUZAMP and the so-called fuzzy ARTMAP (Carpenter and Grossberg, et al., 1991) 

neural networks for recognition and inspection problems, using the same training and 

testing sets and the same features for each network. 

Fuzzy Object Recognition Using FUZAMP 

Feature Extraction 

In our silverware recognition problem, fuzzy patterns used to train FUZAMP were 

obtained from an Adept Technology, Inc. AGS Machine Vision System interfaced with a 

CCD camera (Pulnix Model No.TM-540 Serial No.022177). Features were extracted 

based on the following sequential procedures: 1. start the vision system and let it warm-up 

for half an hour; 2. employ fuzzy logic controllers to set the vision parameters "gain", 

"offset", and "threshold", as described in Chapter IV; 3. present fuzzy objects in the FOV 

at different locations and orientations in the order of butter knife, large ( dinner) fork, small 

(salad) fork, large (soup) spoon, and small (tea) spoon, respectively, repeating this order 

until the desired number of training or testing exemplars is obtained; 4. for each 

presentation, employ th~hine vision image processing software to obtain features 

including the area, the perimeter, and the major radius of the enveloping ellipse of each 

individual fuzzy object, and store these results in memory; 5. find the maximum of each 
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feature over the stored set of all exemplars, normalize each feature as in (5.1)-(5.3) below, 

and restore all normalized data; 6. employ the stored, normalized data in training and 

testing FUZAMP, as described below. Figs 5.1 and 5.2 show gray level and binary 

camera images of soup spoons, respectively, while Figs 5.3 and 5.4 show photographs of 

the remaining silverware pieces. Each feature from the vision system was normalized as 

follows: 

For area, 

(5.1) 

where An is the normalized area of the object image, A is the measured area of the object 

image and Aref is reference area, taken as the maximum area over all images of all 

silverware pieces. For perimeter, 

(5.2) 

where P n is the normalized perimeter of the object image, P is the measured perimeter of 

the object image and Pref is reference perimeter, taken as the maximum perimeter over all 

images of all silverware pieces. For major radius, 

(5.3) 

where Rn is the normalized major radius of the ellipse enveloping the object image, R is the 

measured major radius of the ellipse enveloping the object image and Rret is the reference 

major ellipse radius, taken as the maximum major ellipse radius over all images of all 

silverware pieces. These normalized features were then fuzzified by appropriate choices of 
i.....• .,,.--~----

the spreads of triangular membership functions. Appropriate choices of spreads are 
~~-Ill!"' .il!".dl!lllllomr"tt • 1>1111-~~'-• _,_,.W! ___ n_,_,,"'"_"',.11-•at111---~--,~-•=.tl!d ""'-• 

discussed in the following section. 

Trainin& of FUZAMP 

In the training process for FUZAMP we have a collection of fuzzy input and output 

pairs of features, designated as (pl,t1), (p2,t2), ... , (pq,t<J), which we call the training set. 

We wish to train FUZAMP to learn the mapping from pk to tk, where k=l,2, ... , q. The 



Fig. 5.3 Gray Level Images of Stainless Steel Tableware 
(Butter Knife, Tea Spoon, Dinner Fork, Salad Fork) 

Fig. 5.4 Binary Images of Stainless Steel Tableware 
(Butter Knife, Tea Spoon, Dinner Fork, Salad Fork) 
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training set was presented to FUZAMP such that each fuzzy input vector p from the 

training set was presented in the F~ field of FUZAMP (Fig. 3 .1), while the corresponding 

fuzzy target vector t from the training set was presented in the F8 field of FUZAMP (Fig. 

3.1). We present the training set repeatedly to FUZAMP until the fuzzy weights converge 

to constants, that is, the bottom-up, top-down, and mapping fuzzy weights in FUZAMP do 

not change in one training set presentation, called an epoch. After fuzzy weights converge, 

the desired mappings between inputs and corresponding outputs from the training set will 

have been established by the FUZAMP network architecture. In our application, the 
'"""""~~~~ ... --~ - - ~ 

training fuzzy input vecto(!!~~;~·three fuzzy fea~°'iiamely fuzzy normalized area, fuzzy 

normalized perimeter, and fuzzy normalized major ellipse radius. Corresponding to these 

three fuzzy features, the F~ field of FUZAMP has three nodes. Without using fuzzy 

complement coding, the F! field of FUZAMP also has three nodes. The number of nodes 

in the F~ field is initially chosen as one. As fuzzy learning proceeds, the number of nodes 

in the F~ field is automatically increased to establish the mappings between inputs and 

targets. The F8 field of FUZAMP has five nodes, corresponding to five different types of 

fuzzy objects (silverware pieces) in our application. A similar procedure is used for the 

comparison neural network, fuzzy ARTMAP (Carpenter and Grossberg, et al., 1991). 

Testing of FUZAMP 

Once the training process is completed, the performance of FUZAMP is tested. In 

the testing process we employ a collection of test inputs with known desired targets, called 

the testing set, which is totally different from the training set. We employ the already 

trained FUZAMP fuzzy neural network to derive its output in the F8 field when test inputs 

are provided in the F~ field. By presenting test inputs from the test set to FUZAMP, we 

can evaluate the performance of FUZAMP on inputs that have not been seen before by the 

FUZAMP. A similar procedure is used for the comparison network, fuzzy ARTMAP. 
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Results 

In this section, we present application results using FUZAMP to recognize highly 

specular silverware. We implemented FUZAMP and the comparison fuzzy ARTMAP on 

the AdeptOne AGS Vision System on a Motorola 68020 CPU, using the V+ programming 

language. 

In Application 1, FUZAMP was trained with three input features, for the silverware pieces 

previously described, with three training sets containing, respectively, 25, 50, and 100 

exemplars. FUZAMP parameters were set as follows: a= 0.0001, Pa= 0.85, Pb=l, 

o = 'Y = 0.01, and 't ~ oo. For comparison, we also employed fuzzy ARTMAP to 

recognize the same objects, even though fuzzy ARTMAP cannot handle fuzzy data. The 

training and test inputs to fuzzy ARTMAP were those used for FUZAMP, except that 

measurement values for each feature were fed to fuzzy ARTMAP without fuzzification. 

After training, the optimal classification accuracy for fuzzy ARTMAP occurred with 

Pa=0.9, Pb=l and a =1 (Carpenter and Grossberg et al., 1991b). Table 5.1 shows the 

results of classification accuracy, the number of categories in the F~ field, and the CPU 

time used for training. Classification accuracy was determined by first training the network 

with 25, 50, or 100 exemplars from a given training set (e.g. training set A) and then 

presenting a different set of 100 exemplars, called the testing set, and determining the 

number of correct classifications for that set. The results, both for training and testing, 

were achieved by presenting randomly the five different types of silverware in the FOV at 

random locations and orientations, including both right-side-up and right-side-down 

presentations. Each training set (A, B, C, D, etc.) had different training exemplars. As an 

example, Table 5.2 shows the training exemplars of data set A and 25 exemplars in the 

testing set. Note that the testing set exemplars are different from those of the training set. 

For the same number of training exemplars in Table 5 .1, it can be seen that different 

training sets gave similar performance. For example, with the number of training 

exemplars equal to 50, FUZAMP typically used six category nodes, required 
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Table 5.1 Results of Application 1 Using FUZAMP and Fuzzy ARTMAP 

No. Training 
No. F~ Categories Classification Accuracy(%) CPU Training Time (sec)* 

Exemplars FUZAMP ARTMAP FUZAMP ARTMAP FUZAMP ARTMAP 

Training Set A 6 5 98% 93% 8.44 3.32 

Training Set B 5 5 96% 94% 7.85 3.35 
25 

Training Set C 6 5 97% 90% 8.63 3.22 

Training Set I: 6 5 98% 90% 8.45 3.53 

Training Set E 6 5 99% 96% 15.56 4.99 

Training Set F 6 5 98% 90% 14.93 4.91 50 
Training Set G 5 5 100% 97% 14.19 5.73 

Training Set H 6 5 99% 97% 15.18 5.93 

Training Set I 8 5 100% 98% 34.27 8.49 
100 

Training Set J 8 5 100% 99% 37.17 11.41 

* Adept V + Program Running on Motorola 68020 CPU 



Exemplar 
Index 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

Table 5.2 Training Data Set A and 25 Exemplars in Testing Set 
(Feature 1: normalized area; Feature 2: normalized perimeter; 

Feature 3: normalized major ellipse radius) 

Training Set Testing Set 

Feature 1 Feature 2 Feature 3 Feature 1 Feature 2 Feature 3 

0.877 
0.884 
0.608 
0.537 
0.604 
0.735 
0.693 
0.436 
0.963 
0.573 
0.759 
0.560 
0.683 
0.702 
0.552 
0.879 
0.867 
0.611 
0.553 
0.601 
0.733 
0.646 
0.476 
0.959 
0.561 

0.603 0.696 0.887 0.732 
0.735 0.701 0.604 0.697 
0.656 0.558 0.542 0.504 
0.466 0.883 0.600 0.969 
0.962 0.885 0.732 0.542 
0.560 0.610 0.696 0.459 
0.461 0.566 0.450 0.558 
0.549 0.602 0.967 0.687 
0.715 0.746 0.534 0.702 
0.709 0.693 0.459 0.557 
0.553 0.435 0.559 0.882 
0.879 0.966 0.691 0.870 
0.872 0.547 0.558 0.608 
0.607 0.460 0.875 0.571 
0.566 0.557 0.865 . 0.595 
0.599 0.683 0.610 0.736 
0.732 0.695 0.549 0.687 
0.687 0.551 0.604 0.453 
0.452 0.875 0.737 0.973 
0.956 0.873 0.692 0.557 
0.561 0.609 0.436 0.468 
0.575 0.544 0.968 0.561 
0.563 0.601 0.542 0.678 
0.695 0.728 0.462 0.551 
0.695 0.698 0.565 0.879 

Indices 1, 6, 11, 16, 21 indicate butter knive 
Indices 2, 7, 12, 17, 22 indicate dinner fork 
Indices 3, 8, 13, 18, 23 indicate salad fork 
Indices 4, 9, 14, 19, 24 indicate soup spoon 
Indices 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 indicate tea spoon 

0.719 
0.560 
0.874 
0.893 
0.607 
0.567 
0.601 
0.733 
0.694 
0.448 
0.972 
0.549 
0.460 
0.558 
0.686 
0.557 
0.886 
0.866 
0.616 
0.568 
0.599 
0.728 
0.686 
0.437 
0.967 

9 1 
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approximately 15 seconds CPU training time, and yielded 99% classification accuracy. It 

can be seen that the classification accuracy of FUZAMP grew from about 98%, after 

training on 25 exemplars, to 100% after training on 100 exemplars. The classification 

accuracy of fuzzy ARTMAP grew from about 92%, after training on 25 exemplars, to 

about 97% after training on 100 exemplars. FUZAMP achieved a higher test set accuracy 

using only a small number of training exemplars. In contrast, fuzzy ARTMAP needed 

more training exemplars to reach the comparable accuracy. On the other hand fuzzy 

ARTMAP required slightly fewer category nodes and considerably less CPU training time 

to converge than did FUZAMP. 

In Application 2, FUZAMP was trained using only two features of silverware 

images, namely area and perimeter. Its parameters were set as follows: a=0.0001, 

Pa=0.85, Ph=l, O="f=0.01, and 't ~ oo, We also trained the fuzzy ARTMAP to recognize 

these objects using only area and perimeter features. The optimal classification accuracy 

for fuzzy ARTMAP occurred with Pa=0.9, Ph=l, and a =l. Table 5.3 shows the results. 

Using only two features, FUZAMP produced very good classification accuracy as the 

number of training exemplars increased. In comparison, fuzzy ARTMAP did not achieve 

as good accuracy, although CPU training time was less. 

In Application 3, the 25 training exemplars of training set Din Table 5.1 were used 

for training FUZAMP with different spread values for the triangular membership function 

and employing three features. FUZAMP was run on the training data set with three 

features. Table 5.4 demonstrates the effect of the spread values. We note that excessive 

spread results in low classification accuracy, with spread values of 0.01 yielding the 

highest accuracy. Since spread values reflect uncertainty existing in given measurements, 

large spread values should be chosen if the machine vision measurements yield large 

uncertainty, and vice versa. Note that since each machine vision measurement was 

fuzzified by a range of spread values, most spread values were incommensurable with the 

overall variations of each feature. 
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Table 5.3 Results of Application 2 Using FUZAMP and Fuzzy ARTMAP 

No. Training 
No. F~ Categories Classification Accuracy (%) CPU Training Time (sec)* 

Exemplars FUZAMP ARTMAP FUZAMP ARTMAP FUZAMP ARTMAP 

Training Set A 5 5 90% 85% 5.22 2.60 

Training Set B 5 5 92% 83% 5.64 2.53 
25 

Training Set C 6 5 92% 85% 6.38 2.64 

Training Set D 6 5 91% 86% 5.76 2.59 

Training Set E 6 5 96% 90% 11.35 3.84 

Training Set F 5 5 97% 91% 10.92 3.76 
50 

Training Set G 6 5 96% 92% 11.80 3.70 

Training Set H 6 5 96% 89% 10.39 3.89 

Training Set I 7 5 98% 94% 28.10 6.28 
100 

Training Set J 7 5 99% 94% 30.52 7.54 

* Adept V + Program Running on Motorola 68020 CPU 
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Table 5.4 Results of Application 3 for FUZAMP 

Spread Values No. Categories % Test Set Accuracy 

0.1 6 70% 

0.05 6 93% 

0.01 6 98% 

0.005 6 94% 

0.001 6 91% 

0 5 90% 
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Dish Cleanliness Inspection Using FUZAMP 

In our dish cleanliness inspection problem, sample images used to train and test 

FUZAMP were obtained from the same vision system as for our silverware recognition 

problem. We used five different rectangularly shaped ceramic and plastic dishes 

photographed in Fig. 5.5. These dishes were large plastic spacers, large ceramic dishes, 

small plastic dishes, small ceramic dishes, and small plastic spacers. Plan view dimensions 

of each dish type are 192mmx128mm for large plastic spacers and large ceramic dishes, 

respectively, 123mmx92mm for small plastic dishes, 128mmx98mm for small ceramic 

dishes, and 125mmx95mm for small plastic spacers. In order to investigate the 

performance of FUZAMP, we set a rectangle inspection zone located around the center of 

each type of dish, with dimension 65mmx45mm for small dishes, and 120mmx65mm for 

large dishes, respectively. The purpose of the inspection zone was to avoid the shadows 

caused by the turned-up edges of the dishes. The images of these inspection zones were 

obtained based on the following sequential procedures: 1. start the system and let it warm

up for half an hour; 2. employ fuzzy logic controllers to set the vision parameters "gain", 

"offset", and "threshold", as described in Chapter IV; 3. for a given dish type, present a 

series of dishes, each with various real food particles, in the center of the camera FOV, 

with each dish at approximately the same location and orientation. Repeat for every dish 

type; 4. employ the AGS machine vision image processing software to obtain the gray 

level histogram for each individual dish image, and store the histogram in memory. The 

image of each dish was processed in the same way, namely: 

1 . Obtain a gray level histogram for the entire inspection zone of a dish. 

2. Find the two gray levels, corresponding to the positive and negative histogram 

gradient directions, with the absolute value of the ratio of the change in pixel 

frequency to the change in gray level equal to 15, as illustrated in Fig. 5.6. 
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Fig. 5.5 Five Different Rectangularly Shaped Ceramic and Plastic Dishes 
Top to Bottom, Left to Right: Small Plastic Dish, Small Ceramic Dish, Small Plastic 

Spacer, Large Ceramic Dish, Large Plastic Spacer 



Frequencies of 
Occurence 

' ' ... ___ . 
Low Threshold High Threshold 

Fig. 5.6 Gray Level Histogram of A Dish 
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Gray Level 
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Higher gray level values correspond to whiter images and lower gray level 

values correspond to blacker images. 

3. Examine the dish gray levels to see whether they are all in the expected range 

for a clean dish (found experimentally for each type of dishes). If these 

measured gray levels are out of this range, the dish is classified as dirty. 

4. Otherwise, using thresholds in Step 2, count the pixels with gray levels above 

the high threshold, below the low threshold, and between the high and low 

thresholds, respectively. 

5. Employ the three pixel counts of Step 4 as three features, respectively . Each 

feature is normalized by dividing its pixel count by a maximum possible pixel 

count. The normalized features are then fuzzified by appropriate choices of the 

triangular membership functions, such that FUZAMP produces an optimal 

inspection. accuracy. 

6. To improve the sensitivity of the inspection system to various dirty food 

particles, classify the dishes using FUZAMP as (i) clean, (ii) dirty with high 

gray level food particles, (iii) dirty with low gray level food particles, (iv) dirty 

with medium gray level food particles, or (v) dirty with both high and low gray 

level food particles. Using these five categories, instead of just two (i.e., 

"clean" or "dirty") allows the system more sensitivity in selecting "clean" 

dishes. After the system is suitably trained by employing these five categories, 

we are able to achieve good results by further classifying as dirty dishes falling 

into categories (ii) to (v), and dishes falling into category (i) as "clean". 

Sample images of different types of dishes with various real food particles, including some 

very small food particles of several pixels in size were manually grouped into the five 

classes (i-v) described above. FUZAMP was trained with three numbers of training 

exemplars, 15, 25, and 35, for each type of dish. We employed 100 testing exemplars, 

different from those in the training sets, to test the performance of FUZAMP. Optimal 
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FUZAMP parameters was set as follows: a= 0.0001, Pa= 0.9, Pb=l, o = 'Y = 0.02, and 

't ~ oo. For comparison, we also employed fuzzy ARTMAP to inspect the dish 

cleanliness. The training and testing inputs to fuzzy ARTMAP were those used for 

FUZAMP, except that measurement values for each feature were fed to fuzzy ARTMAP 

without fuzzification. After training, the optimal inspection accuracy for fuzzy ARTMAP 

occurred with Pa=0.95, Pb=l, and a=l. Table 5.5 shows the results of inspection 

accuracy. Inspection accuracy was determined by manually classifying a dish as "clean" or 

"dirty" and then comparing FUZAMP's results. Using a small number of training 

exemplars, FUZAMP achieved higher inspection accuracy than fuzzy ARTMAP. As the 

number of training exemplars increased, inspection accuracy achieved by fuzzy ARTMAP 

was comparable to that achieved by FUZAMP. Note that inspection accuracy achieved by 

both FUZAMP and fuzzy ARTMAP was affected by the system resolution, especially for 

the situations where food particles were very small, or food particles and dish surfaces had 

similar gray level. 

Summary 

In this chapter, the new fuzzy neural network, FUZAMP, was applied to recognize 

fuzzy objects and to inspect dish cleanliness using machine vision. FUZAMP performed 

well when used to handle uncertainty caused by variations in imaging by the machine 

vision system. The performance of FUZAMP, a true fuzzy neural network, was compared 

to that of fuzzy ARTMAP, which is not truly fuzzy. The recognition and inspection 
....,,,__ ..,~-. ' 

accuracy of FUZAMP was found to be higher than that of fuzzy ARTMAP, while the CPU 

training time for fuzzy ARTMAP was significantly less than that for FUZAMP. This is 

because for a truly fuzzy neural network such as FUZAMP, considerably more 

mathematical operations are required. 



Table 5.5 Inspection Accuracy (%) for Dish Cleanliness Inspection 
Using FUZAMP and Fuzzy ARTMAP 

Number Training Exemplars 

Dish Type 15 25 

FUZAMP ARTMAP FUZAMP ARTMAP FUZAMP 

Small Plastic Spacer 87% 82% 91% 90% 92% 

Small Ceramic Dish 80% 76% 87% 85% 87% 

Small Plastic Dish 81% 73% 86% 85% 86% 

Large Plastic Spacer 88% 83% 92% 89% 93% 

Large Ceramic Dish 83% 78% 88% 86% 88% 

100 

35 

ARTMAP 

92% 

86% 

86% 

92% 

88% 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
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The main goal of this work was to develop new unsupervised and supervised fuzzy 

neural networks for fuzzy patterns. Investigation of new fuzzy neural network architecture 

concentrated on extending Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) networks because of the 

attractive performance of ART. The new unsupervised and supervised fuzzy neural 

networks were evaluated by simulations and real machine vision applications. Following 

are the major contributions of this research and some recommendations. 

Conclusions 

1. An unsupervised fuzzy neural network for fuzzy patterns, termed FUZART, has 

been proposed. FUZART employs the two stages of self-organization and decision 

making. It accepts fuzzy input patterns, numerical input patterns, or both 

simutaneously, and provides output decisions in terms of membership values. As 

an extension of fuzzy ART, concepts of fuzzy norm, fuzzy subset function, fuzzy 

resonance, and fuzzy complement coding are presented and defined for FUZART. 

FUZART has the ability to learn on-line using only a few training epochs. 

Simulation results demonstrate the ability of FUZART to provide reasonable 

clustering decisions for fuzzy patterns. 

2. A new supervised fuzzy neural network scheme, called FUZAMP, has been 

developed to handle either fuzzy input patterns, numerical input patterns, or both 

simultaneously using a single system. FUZAMP can realize fast and efficient 

training for fuzzy data and possesses to a high degree all the desired properties of a 
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supervised fuzzy neural networks. It can be employed as a fuzzy inference engine 

and can be applied in fuzzy pattern recognition problems using linguistic knowledge 

described by fuzzy rules and numerical data sampled by measurement instruments. 

3. A multi-layer MIMO fuzzy logic controller has been proposed and implemented to 

realize automatic adjustment of the camera parameters "gain" and "offset" to 

compensate for power fluctuation, changes in ambient light, and camera sensitivity 

drift in our machine vision system. The multilayer FLC yields faster response with 

less overshoot than that of a conventional single layer FLC, and provides excellent 

camera performance. 

4. FUZAMP has been used to deal with situations where the available training data 

from a machine vision system includes uncertainty. It performs well when used to 

recognize different types of fuzzy objects presented at different locations and 

orientations in the camera Field of View. In addition, FUZAMP has been 

implemented to correlate human evaluations with machine evaluations of the 

cleanliness of dishes. Results are compared to those obtained using the so-called 

fuzzy ARTMAP neural network, with FUZAMP achieving better accuracy than the 

fuzzy ARTMAP using the same training exemplars. 

Recommendations 

While this research focused on development of new unsupervised and supervised 

fuzzy neural networks, with applications in machine vision recognition and inspection 

problems, applications of fuzzy neural networks to practical problems can be extended to 

fuzzy expert systems, fuzzy logic control, and fuzzy classification. Integration of fuzzy 

sets, neural networks, and genetic algorithms for intelligent systems may be a good 

research area for future investigation. While speech recognition is a very complex 

problem, it is possible that FUZAMP may prove to be a significant advance in solving this 
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problem. Moreover, FUZAMP and FUZART may hold significant promise in advancing 

the state-of-the-art in intelligent control systems. 
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Fuzzy Set: Let U be the universe of discourse. A fuzzy set F in U is characterized by a 

membership function µp: U-? [0,1], with µp(u) representing the degree of 

membership of u e U in the fuzzy set F. A fuzzy set may be viewed as a 

generalization of the concept of an ordinary set ( that is, a crisp set) whose 

membership function assumes only two values, namely O and 1, { 0, 1 } . 

Fuzzy Number: The term fuzzy number is used for any fuzzy set F with the following 

specific properties: 

1. There exists exactly one uo e U such that µp(uo) = 1 

2. For any real variable u, v, u ~ v, and any we [u, v], µp(w) ~ min(µp(u), µp(v)) 

Fuzzy Vector: A vector whose components are fuzzy numbers is called a fuzzy vector. 

Support, Mean, and Fuzzy Singleton: The support of a fuzzy set F with membership 

function µp(u) is the crisp set of all points u e U such that µp(u) > 0. The mean of 

a fuzzy set Fis the point(s) u e U at which µp(u) achieves its maximum value. If 

the support of a fuzzy set F is a single point in U at which µp = 1, F is called a 

fuzzy singleton. 

The Extension Principle: Let U and V be two universes of discourse and f be a mapping 

from U to V. For a fuzzy set A in U, the extension principle defmes a fuzzy set B 

in V by µa(v) = SUPuef1(v)[µA(u)]. That is, µa(v) is the superium of µA(u) for all 

u e U such that f(u) = v, where v e V and we assume that f-1(v) is not empty. If 

f-1(v) is empty for some v e V, define µ8 (v) = 0. 

Linguistic Variables: If a variable can take words in natural languages (for example, small, 

fast, and so on) as its values, this variable is defined as a linguistic variable. These 
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words are usually labels of fuzzy sets. A linguistic variable can take either words 

or numbers for its "values". 

Fuzzy Rule Base: A fuzzy rule base consists of a collection of fuzzy IF-THEN rules in the 

following form: 

R(L): IF x1 is Fy and··· and Xn is Fk,THEN y is aL 

where Ff and aL are fuzzy sets in the universe of discourse U i and V, respectively, 

and (x1, ···, Xn) T e U1 x ··· x Un and ye V are linguistic variables. 

Fuzzy Inference Engine: In a fuzzy inference engine, fuzzy logic principles are used to 

combine the fuzzy IF-THEN rules in the fuzzy rule base into a mapping from fuzzy 

sets in U = U 1 x · · · x Un to fuzzy sets in V. 

Fuzzification: Fuzzification performs a mapping from a crisp point ( x 1, · · ·, Xn) T e U 

into a fuzzy set A in U. 

Defuzzification: Defuzzification performs a mapping from fuzzy sets in V to a crisp point 

y EV. 
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